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RA found intoxicated while on duty
Tom O'Konowltz
Assistant Features Edotor

the group,
nessy
n's been her feeling that many
By defonouon, "alltes" are per· people JUSt don't know about the
group because n's part or Student
sons umf1ed m at least one spe
Issues. In term· of being an "a lly,"
Clflc way, whether 11 be 1deologi
It's mline worh Christianity. torecally or s1 mply pragma11cally
So, ... d I 1c:.... ...... cuncd . . t n ~~ Pf""Pf'I 1
·' lxco somc·onc "' a person, saod
ate enough name for a group of Shaughnessy.
According to Ernest Deloit,
John Carroll Umvcr~ny siUdents
ontercsted 1n learmng more about Jnterom faculty advisor to" Allies,"
the studen t group known as "Algay,lc!'>boan and b1 aflruoon.u ~ ·~
lies" ts a non-poliucal support
~ucs
lnSeptcmbert>ilqiH.rhr.:otu
group lor 1hose with sexua l orien
dents recogn1zcd a need on tho~ IJtJOn ISSUCS
t·ampus and lormed a suh·com
"llonestly. spcakmg from my
mtttec wllillll the Student Un1on 1Xrst'l£cttvc as a faculty member, I
<.,tudcnt bsucs ( .ommtttcc f'hcy v1cw the group as JUSt as tmporca lled 11 "AIIu:s" [or (.ay, I c~b1an t;tnt as any other studcnr group"
and BJscxu.tll'cr~ns.JUSI lokc the s;ud DeZolt. "As a community of
n.tr1nn.d organlZ<IIJon lor tiH>st: SLholars.t here should be represcnlrlt'ndlywth;ttldcstykwhow<tnt t.lllon nl all issues. nmcerns and
Jn show support
JndJvJdu.tls Alltes 1s a st•trung
" ju-..1 lokt· ,Ill} tllhn gonup !'ltlllll and lllVJ Iu.1blc to the JCU
,hould lx represented we s.tw ,, C0111111Unll}'"
nc.:d: -...11d recent .J( lJ gradu.Hc
f),: /olt realized that the group
<llltl r\llu::. lnunder Frin h<td some simple concerns and
~haughncs!'>y
maybe of 1hey h"d faculty rcpreA long wtt h .uwt ht:r gr.tdu.tte scnt.llton, 11 m1ght g1vc lcgtum.tcy
l·r~t R.tpp. '>h.oughnes-.y he;Jt.kJ
a,; f.tr .ts the larger JCU commuthc':>lUdcm bstu:snlltlllllttec "We nny 1s concerned.
had a mce11ng It W<l~n't anythong
lie added that he sees the po·
that pbnncd Wt: wanted Ill see 1f tcnttJIIor the organization to be
tht:
Interest
W•tS there." poli[lc:tlly unpopuiJr "I encour<.,h;tughne,;sy cxpl.uncJ
.tgc all to step back and realtze
"We knew 11 wouldn't go,.., lao we're about an mcll15ove commu.ts a ch..rtncJ organiz;tllon. but nuy," s.ud DeZoh "In looktng at
t ht•tntcmam ha~ never been t1> be the mi'>5ton st.ucment of the umpoluJcal," :..ud ShJughnc:-.sy. ·we vcrsuy.tt JSafhrrntng who we are
saw a need "nd ldt there should JS mdJvJduals. D1vcrsit y makes
be somcphtLc to express that, forst rengt h "
:.omepl.tec t11 t;llk ••nd lt:d u>m
likeothcrmembcrsof"Aihes,"
l1>rt .1blt:."
Freshman Til !any Burtonsatdshe
I h"t ~entotnt'nt and d1rcuoon rcco~~,mzcs t hl' less-t h.lll-f nend ly
"echoed by :-,cn1or MJury l'ct rak, lcTI'(>IIOn the group has rcce1ved
.unnng :.omc ~lUdcnt;,
"A llie~· current leader. a~ well·'"
1)1hrr present mcmlxr~ '>tudc'llh
-l'eoplr ,hould Jll"t ~.:1 over 1l
don't h.IVt' to be gay,ll·~bo.tntH bo
because you're not go1ng 10 be
!'>l' xualtn be a wcknme addJIJ<)n to
stuck atJC U for 1hc rest of your life
the group. An·ordtnl!, to l'etr,•k. ,._, younn·d 11> know how to relate
the group w•tS n<~mcd "'Allies' be
t1HHhc:r JlC•>pk." ·a 1d Burron.
cause Jtonvolves heter<J<,CXU.JI per
Acn>rdtng to Mike (pseud:.on!> who believe 111 compa;.~t<lll, ouynt), a member of "AIIoes," •
understJndJngand rrtendshlp for the group tslooked down upon as
people or dtrferent sexual ortCill.!
JS<X:tallymJdcquategroupof stutions"
Jcnrs talkmg about a subject r,·
Reactions
gardcd nega11vel y 111 all ""fl<'<'hnl
A far as cilmpus reilc:llon to
see ALUES, page 5
Edotor on choef

A Bernet Hall Resident Assistant was found intoxicated while
on duty on Feb. 29, said Donna
Byrnes, dtrector of residence life.
joseph Grieco's letter of resignation as a resident assistant had
been accepted the day before.
Berner Hall residents notified
Campus Securtty that Grieco was
roaming halls and disturbing stu·
dents while on duty, said Byrnes.
Grieco said he had mtssed re·
quired in-servtces for RAs during
the fall semester, and Byrnes told
him that he must hold educational
seminars for his residents in order
to keep his job. He said he would
prefer 10 simply attend substitute
in-services but was told that was
not an option.
"Residence Life didn't give me
that optton," he said. "!didn't think
that was fair. so I turned in my
resignation."
"There was no indication rhar
rh1s would happen ." said Byrnes.
" II wa,; somcth111g th..<t went

through our mmds, bur he assured
us that he would fulfill hisd uties.·
Mem bcrs of Grieco's floor were
nor pleased with the umversiry's
ultimawm , and they sent letters
of support for him 10 Residence
Life. said Grieco
Grieco invited members of his
floor to a farewell gathering,
which Byrnes said was held in a
restricted storage room. "It was a
good-bye to my floor, which was
great." Grieco said.
"It was just a good-bye celebration 10 let us know that he had no
hard feelings towards us, and we
had nohardfeelingstowards him."
said Bill Schneider, freshman.
Those present satd that the
party began sometime after lO
p.m .. and included up to 20 students.
Grieco conf1rmed rhar he and
his guests were drinking, bur he
said he did not supply it to them.
"It was a controlled party, and ev·
eryrhing was fine in the rest of the
hall," he said.
"Th1:> rc,lily gor blown out of

proportion." Gr1eco said. "It was
JUSt a parry ltke everyone has. bur
an RA was involved and people
talk ."
"No one was causing any
trouble, bur [Grieco! was drunk,
really drunk," satd an underage
resident at the party.
Freshman Tom Clark said he
was bothered by Grteco when
Grieco entered his room and began mferring that Clark was vtolating restdence hall rules
At around 11:20 p.m .. some studentssummonedcampussccumy.
Francis McCaffrey. director of securit y,declined comment and said
that hisdepartmentdid not file an
incident report .
Byrnes. severa I residence ha II
directors and RAs also responded
to the situation. After about 20
minutes of search mg. Grieco was
found in a third floor room.
Grieco was escorted to the
Bernet office, said Byrnes. However,shedid not speak withGriecc
that night.
see RA, page 2

SU proposes to change tenure process
Christina Hynes
News Edotor

The Student Unton unanimously passed a bill to recommend to the umversuy a revision
of the current tenuredectsion procedure.
"This IS one of the most serious
recommendations ever presented
by the Student Issues Committee
[tor he floor of the Student Union!."
said Maury Petrak,cha1rpersonof
rhe Student Issues Committee.
The bill was prepared due ro
three tenure dcmals the Student
Issues Committee cons1dered
quesuonable.stared the bilL
Genesis Brown. sentor class
president.satd he 1s 111 fullsuppon
of the btll.
"We all have ro stt m class and
listen to professors." he said ar
Tuesday'sSU meeting. "We should
have a say in who IS going to be
here forever and who 1s not."
The bi 11 mcluded a suggested
amendment tO the process which
would allow for a umversny-wide
tenure commmee conststmg of
the three member committee of
deans. three tenured professors
chosen by lottery at the faculty
forum, 1 hree mcm bers of the professional staff chosen by lottery
and the prestdent of rhe Student
Umon as a non-vottng member.
Karen Kovactc,sophomore oncampus senator and member of
the SIC, said at the SU meeting
that the proposal is a bargaming
tool. "Weare using this as a tool to
get our fct' l on the door," she said.
A, ,·orJtng to Petrak. the SIC
n·:-<;.trched other Jesuit universillcs, mcludmg Marquette Universtty and Boston College. and the
tenure processcsJt the institutions
do not involve a voringmembcrof

the student body.
"I don't think it's a case of [giving the SU president! roo much
power, it's an issue of whether or
not it's ethical or correct for the
president oft he SU to have a vote."
he said. "Power is not an issue."

The purpose of the SU presi dent being present in the tenure
committee is ro provide a stUdent
voice m the process, Petrak said.
The amendment docs allow for
members of the committee 10 resee TENURE, page 2
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Part of the AIDS quilt was on display in Saint Francis Chapel
AIDS Awareness Week.
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Phone registration available again

Club Carroll atJCU Friday night
A St. Patnck's Day celebration fo r freshm en will take place in

the Wolf -n-Pot tomorrow (Fnday, March IS) from 10 p.m. to I
am "We're calling it th e biggest freshman event of the year,"
said Tommy Bryan.freshman senator "We h1red an entertainment company to come in, and they're providing a great Dj,an
expens1ve lighting system and fog machines." Freshmen can
purchase tickets at th e door for $3

Housing deposit deadline extended
The deadl ine for housing deposits has been extended to
Wednesday, March 20. The $100 depos1t is due m the Student
Serv1ce Center on thefirst floor of the administration building
by 3 p.m.
Indians' Opening Day tickets to be raffled off
Two pa1rsof lnd1ans'Opening Day tickets w1ll be raffled off at
noon in the cafeteria on March 29. Raffle tickers may be purchased in the Office of Residence Li fe starting tomorrow (Friday, March 15). Tickets are $2 each or threefor $5,and proceeds
benefit J:Arche, a home for mentally retarded adults, some of
whom are elderly and physically challenged.
March Madness predictions due today at noon
Completed entry form s for March Madness are due today
(Thursday. March 14). They must be turned in to the Office of
Residence by noon. First prize will be $100, second prize will
be $50 and third prize w1ll be $25. lt IS sponsored by Student
Activities and Residence Life.
SU officers to be inaugurated next Tuesday
The current Student Un ion execu tive board held its last SU
meeung on Tuesday. The new execu tive board will be inaugurated next Tuesday, March 26.~

Class elections to be held next week
Primary elections fo r offices in next year's sophomore, junior
and scmor classes will be held next week m the Atrium .

Cherie Skoczen
Ass1stant News Editor
Students registering for summer classes on Monday have the
opportunity to do so using a
touch tone phone, said Kathleen
DiFranco, university registrar
However, touchtone registration for Fall '96 classes will not
yet be available to the entire student body asoriginallyintended,
DiFranco said .
"Wedecidedwewamedrowait
untilSpring'97[toopentouchtone
reg ist ration to all students],"
DiFranco said.
Accordmg to Donald Grazko,
director of administrative systems, a lack of tele phone lines is
not the reason university-wide
touc h tone registration is delayed
umill997. "We have more than
enough phone lines," he said. "Our
phone capacity isgreat.. ..The reason we're not registering the
whole school [by telephone] is because Information Services is a
victim of its own success.·
He said that although there are
enough telephone lines feeding
into the Touchtone Telephone Interactive Response System OR
System), the administrative VAX

system would essential! y overload
If alll2 lines were in usc at the
same time. The administrative
VAX system is the "middleman
VAX," into which the !R S}'stem
the library VAX and the faculty/
staff VAX arefed. The administrative VAX can support about 110
users, Grazko said.
"We essentially don't have the
capacity on this machine to accommodate the phone lines,"
Grazko said. "To rna ke sure everything goes well and those who are
registering [by phone] are taken
care of, we've decided to cut back
on the number of users."
BothGrazkoandDiFrancosaid
they expect touch tone registration
to be available to all students for
Spring '97 registration. "I'm fully
expecting that m November when
we register for Spring, it will be
university-wide," Grazko said.
"There are discussions in progress
now, at a level higher than mine, to
replace the administrative VAX ."
All summer-session students
will have the option to register b}'
phone. Interested students must
first meet with their advisors before the system will permit them
to register by phone.

Telephone registrat ion for Fall
'96 will be open to all graduate
students and a limited nuJllber of
undergraduates. Undergrad ua tes
need to bring their APRs to the
Registrar's office before registering. Pnority reg istration for Fall
'96 begins April9.
Students registering by phone
for summer classes should follow
the instructions and use the
worksheet found in the back of
the summer registration booklets,
DiFranco said. "If students have
any questions, they can contact
the Registrar's Office," DiFranco
said. The number is 397-4291.
DiFranco said phone registration is very convenient. "Students
don'thavetowaitin line,and they
can register from home or work,"
Senior Megan Nicholson was
part of a pilot group that registered by phone last semester. She
said touchtone registration was
excellent. "l didn't even have to
leave my room," she said. "lt was a
lot better than standing in line."
Senior Laura Gerken said registering by phone was great. "It
was so easy, and the directions
were easy to follow," she said. "l
was registered in five minutes."

TENURE

to the president of the school and
to the academic vice-president
who will make a joint decision on
the committee's recommendation.
If tenure isdenied,a reason is to
be presented to the universitywide tenure committee with the
exception of the Student Union
presiden t,according to the amendment. The committee can override the decision with a unaniIDOI&S wee.. R.easons. for..a. denial
wi ll not be required to be released .
"Legal! y,the University cannot
sacrifice the rights of privacy of
the professors involved," Petrak
said. "If the professor grants written permission to release reasons
of denial, then it becomes a different issue; that is a right the professor has."
Kate Robinson , special events
chairperson, said at the SU meeting that even though some i nformation must remain confidential,
there should be some reasons presented so a student could supply a
professor wirh cases of support.
At theSU meeting, members of
the Senate suggested that students
should playa larger role in the tenure decision process.
"I strongly believe students
should play a bigger role," Kevin
Bachman, junior class vice president, said. "We're the consumers,
we're the customers, the school
takes that for granted."
Enrico Carfagna , freshman
class senator and member of the

SIC, said that students need to be
patient and notdemand too much.
"No college in the countr}' has
a student vote," he said at the SU
meeting. "It is totally unprec edented, they would probably
Ia ugh in our faces."
jeff Kulbago, sophomore class
on-campus senator and member
of the SIC, said at the SU meeting
that eventually they hope to have
a student .-e.
"But, if we go now and say we
want reasons for denial and we
want a vote, they will not agree,"
he said.
Now that the bill was passed,
the Proposal for Revision of the
Tenure Decision Process will be
given to the Rank, Tenure and Salary Committee of the Faculty Forum in order to gain support of
faculty members.
There will be open hearings
held by the Faculty Forum committee over the next two weeks
cancer ning tenure and promotion
issues.
"We want to present [the proposall to them and give them the
opportunity to have a look at the
proposal and see where the SIC
and SU are coming from ," Petrak
said. "Our hope is that they will
work together with us in at least
taking a look at the proposal and
considering it."
Copiesof the proposal havealso
been distributed to members of
the administration to review.

continued from page 1
quest the SU president to leave the
room at any time for sufficient
reason.
"lf there is an issue that is serious enough that it might have legal ramifications for the university or professor and it is deemed
that the SU president has to leave
ing to the amendment,
once the committee makes a tenure decision it will be presented
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ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR UFE.
Look forward to the future w1th
confidence, character and manageconfidence. Enroll m Army ROTC,
ment sktlls . All the credentials
an elective that's different from
employers look for. Rare is open to
any other college course. ROTC
• ~ freshmen and sophomores without
offers hands-on leadership tram- r" r"' obligatlon and requires about 4
mg Training that g1ves you I ' ~ 4 hours per week. It will put your
expenence and helps build self- ~ "- life on a whole new course.
tkCELLENCf

ARMYROTt
THE SMARTEST COIJ.EGE COURSE YOU W TilE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

RA
continued from page 1
"{RAsl are primarily there to
lookout for the residents, to add to
the security of the building and to
maintain some order in the building," said Byrnes.
She added that Grieco's absence
could have been more severe if an
urgent matter arose and no one
was there to deal with it.
"The events of that night were
certainly a series of crucial mistakesonjoe's part, but we're lucky
that noseriousevem resulted from
it," Byrnes said.
B}'rnes confirmed that violationsinduded negligence, alcohol
regulation infractions and some
vandalism.

"l d idn't sit duty, that was
clearly wrong," Grieco said.
He added that his only other
violation was being in a room
where underage alcohol consumption took place.
Gr ieco said that the vandalism
charge was false, because spray
painting the storage room was a
yearly tradition.
"I haven't decided what course
of action shou ld be taken," Byrnes
said . "1 t's a serious breach of trust."
"l don't think [Residence Life]
fully understands what it isw live
thejob.lt's prettymuchla 24 hour
a day, seven days a week] job, and
they put administrative rules
first,"saidGrieco. "ldon 'tregretat
all being an RA. lr was the best
experience of my life."

INTERNATIONAL NEWS a BUSINESS
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Buchanan says he will not endorse
Dole until GOP Convention
As Republican pool narrows, support divides
unsurmountable lead in the race
much of the sus pense in the GOP
© The Los Angeles Times
Defying the Republican Party campaign has shifted to how the
leadersh1p presidential hopeful other contendersdecide togi ve in,
Patrick J Bt,..: hanan said Sunday and how much damage they inthat he wi II not endorse from-ru n- flict on Dole before they do.
The postunng Sunday indiner Bob Dole before the national
convention in August, even if his cated that the issue, often a deliown bid for th e nomination cate one for opponents in hotly
contested primary races, may
clearly is fall! ng short.
However, in a better piece of prove exceptionally difficult for
news for Dole and Republican the 1996 GOP field.
Asked whether he would dePar ty peacemakers, former Housing and Urban Development Sec- clare his support for Dole if the
retary jack Kemp said he would Senate majority leader's nomina be willing to smooth the political tion became certain, Buchanan
waters between Doleandhisother stated flatly that "there will be no
chief Republican rival, Steve endorsements" before the con venForbes,clearing the way for Forbes tion.
Buchanan , speaking on the
to ease gracef uII y from th e race.
"If Steve wants me to, I would CBS-TV program "Face the Nalike to play somewhat of a bridge tion," said he prefers Dole to
for the party," Kemp said in an Clinton as president, if it came
interview with reporters. That down to that choice, but he did
not
share
party concerns that his
"My objective now is
not
a11acks on
Dole might
help Bob Dole at all•• .it is to
weaken the
Kansan in a
defeat him for the Republican genera
I election
nomination because I believe paign. cam"My objecI'm a superior candidate."
tive now is to
not help Bob
Patrick Buchanan Doleatall,"he
said. "It is to
defeat him for
bridge, he sai d, could be built "ei - the Republican nomina tion bether now, or in the future .... We ca use\ beheve I'm a supenor canmay have to wait till San Diego," didate .~ And, underscoring his
point, he continued during his
the site of the GOP convention.
With Dole now holding what campaign swps in Texas to dish
many
consider
an out thekindof ridicule that makes
Elizabeth Shogren

to

party conciliators cringe.
"Every timel mention an issue.
Bob calls me an extremist and the
next day he's parroting what I've
just said,"Buchanan stated during
a rally in CollegeStation. The mgh t
before in Houston, he pulled out a
toy parrot, which he called Bob.
To the delight of the crowd,
Buchanan said, "Fight corporate
greed," and the parrot said "Fight
corporate greed." He said "There's
a cultural war going on" and the
parrot again mimicked him.
In Forbes' camp, Kemp, a leading ally, hinted that the publishing magnate'sdiplomacy for withdrawal could start soon, perhaps
after this week's Super Tuesday's
primaries. "Wh at Bob Dole says
Tuesday night will be very important in helping heal some of the
wounds," Kemp said. "It's always
up to the leader to show magnanimity. Bob should be magnanimous
Kemp called economic growth
and opportunity, a ke}' element of
Forbes' campaign. the "zeitgeist of
the party, the spirit of the times of
the party," and said that Dole needs
"the optimistic wing of the parry"
to beat Clinton.
Asked what would happen if
Dole doesn't make room in his
campaign for some of the issues
that are dear to Forbes, Kern psaid,
"We'll all be Republicans in November."
Campaigning in Florida,
Forbes continued to address the
future of hi s campal n ln term s

that are open tO fnrerpretatlon: Is
he really campaigmng or just
sending signals to Dole about possible terms of surrender7

~xpress yourself
Stu~y abroa~.
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Opposition given to Chinese military moves
U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher announced Sunday that the United States would movewarshipsdoser to Taiwan
in the wake of Chinese military actions directed toward the
island. These provocations include the firing of three missiles
near Taiwan ports and the scheduling o£ live-ammunition maneuvers in the region this week. This is Washington's harshest
public warning to China in the Taiwan conflict. Pentagon officials said Sunday that President Clinton and top administration
officials would decide whether to send U.S. Navy ships into
Taiwan srra its as an even stronger sign of American opposition to
the Chinese moves.

Iraq accused of breaking inspection rules
Iraqi authorities barred a United Nations team from inspecting a building in downtown Baghdad that was suspected of
housing military actions last Friday. U.N. officials ruled in an
emergency session of theU.N.SecurityCouncil that Iraq breached
U.N. rules by banning the inspection. United States Ambassador
Madeline Albright issued a resolution over the weekend expressing "grave concern," with the situation and demanded lraq comply with its pledges to provide "unfettered access."

Explosion rocks London neighborhood
An explosion rocked a central London neighborhood last
Saturday. The blast, initiated by the Irish Republican Army,
broke windows and damaged nearby homes, but caused no injuries. The recent blast added to bomb jitters in the wake of two
dead!}' IRA blasts last month which killed three people.

White House web look-a-like
Two Annandale, Va. men have created a White House Web
page that looks like the real one, performs like the real one and
most disturblng to White House officials, has nearly rhe same
computer address as the president's official Web s1te. Computer
experts say that the page is an example of how easily a Web page
can be made to look official. and that fraud on the Internet is a
concern of the on-line industry. jerry Berman, d1rector of the
Washington based Center for Democracy and Technology, said
othersi milar cases have prompted on-linecompaniesand internet
providers to bc11,in <.\eve\op\ne, secunty ~ys tcm~ [or Web pa9,ec,

New compa£er disk Introduced
3M introduced a new computerdiskene last weekend with 80
times the capacity of current 3 1/2-inch disks, which has been
used for the past 12 years. The diskettes will cost about $20 each,
compared less than $1 for L44-megabyte floppy disks. The necessarydiskdrivewilladd $200tothecostof a personal computer.

WorldBriefswerecompiled by]oe Wholley,Asst.lnternational
News & Business Editor, with the aid of wire sources.

'Rielly's
GUINESS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE
DIAMOND, WOODPECKER CIDER, AND
WATNEY'S BY THE PINT AND 112 PINT

ROLLING ROCK
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Beaver College,we believe that ~tudy abroad is an opportunity for you to express yourself m new ways. Our commllment to working with you ensures a fulfilling academic and
personal experience. Call us for our 1996-97 program catalogs.
Specify Australia, Greece, Great Britain, Ireland, Austria, Peace
Studies or Mexico.
t

1.800. 755.5607

cea@beaver.edu
http://www. beaver. edu!

~
&avc!Col k:g.l:
Ct:nler for Educouion Abro:ad

DRAFT SPECIALS!
II AM. -2AM.
LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS
KITCHEN CLOSES AT 11 P.M.
20Vo OF FOOD 10 ALL CARROlL SIUDENfS.

FACUL1Y, AND STAFF (PRESENr LD.)
15 CENrWINGS ON SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS
FROM 8 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

321-9356
LOCATED IN CEDAR CENTER 13962 CEDAR RON)
FREE PARKING IN REAR OF BUILDING
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Phone registration available again

Club Carroll atJCU Friday night
A St. Patrick's Day celebration for freshmen w1tl take place in
the Wolf -n-Pot tomorrow (Fri day, March 15) from lO p.m. to l
a.m "We're calling ir the b1ggest freshman event of the year,"
satd Tommy Bryan,freshman senator. "We hired an entertainment company to come in, and they're providing a great Dj, an
expensive lighting system and fog machines." Freshmen can
purchase tickets a1 the door for $3.

Housing deposit deadline extended
The deadltne for housing deposi ts has been extended to
Wednesday, March 20. The $100 deposit is due tn the St udent
Serv1ce Center on the first floor of the administration butldtng
by 3 p.m.

Indians' Opening Day tickets to be raffled off
Two patrsof lnd1ans' Open ing Day tickets wi ll be raffled off at
noon in the cafeteria on March 29. Raffle tickets may be purchased in the Office of Restdence Life sta rt ing tomorrow (Friday, March 15). Tickets are $2 each or three for $5, and proceeds
benefit tArche. a home for mentally retarded adults, some of
whom are elderly and physically challenged.

March Madness predictions due today at noon
Completed entry forms for March Madness are due today
(Thursday, March 14) They must be turned in to the Office of
Residence by noon . First prize will be $100, second prize will
be $50 and third prize will be $25. Jt is sponsored by Student
Activities and Residence Li fe.

Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor
Students registering for summer classes on Monday have the
opportunity to do so using a
touchtone phone, sa1d Kathleen
DiFranco, university registrar
However, touchtone registration for Fall '96 classes will not
yet be available to the entire stu dent bodyasorigmally mtended,
DiFranco said.
"We decided we wanted to wait
until Spring '97[toopen touch tone
registration to all students],"
DiFranco said.
According ro Donald Grazko.
director of administrative systems, a la ck of telephone lines is
not the reason university-wide
touch tone registration is delayed
until1997. "We have more than
enough phone li nes,"hesaid. "Our
phone capacity is great.. .The reason we're not registering the
wholeschool[by telephone] is because Infor mation Services is a
victim of its own success."
He said that although there are
enough telephone lines feeding
i mo the Touch tone Telephone Interactive Response System OR
System), the administrative VAX

system would essentially overload
if all 12 lines were tn use at the
same time. The administrative
VAX syst~m is the "middleman
VAX," into which the IR System,
the library VAX and the faculty J
staff VAX are fed. The administrative VAX can support about 110
users, Grazko said.
"We essentially don 't have the
capacity on this machine w accommodate the phone lines,"
Grazkosaid. "To make sure everything goes well and those who are
reg istering [by phone] are taken
care of, we've dectded to cut back
on the number of users •
BothGrazkoand DiFrancosaid
they expect touch tone regis tration
to be available to all students for
Spring '97 registration. "I'm fully
expecting tha t in November when
we register for Spring, it will be
university-wide," Grazko said.
"There are discussions in progress
now,at a level higher than mine, to
replace the administrative VAX."
All summer-session students
will have the option to register by
phone. Interested studems must
first meet with their ad visors before the system will permit them
to register by phone.

TENURE

to the president of the school and
to the academic vice-president
who will make a joint decision on
the commi nee's recommendation.
Iftenureisdenied,a reasonisto
be presented to the universitywide tenure committee with the
exception of the Student Union
president,accordingtothearnendment. The committee can override the decision with a unani-

SIC, said that students need to be
patient and not demand too much .
"No college in the country has
a student vote," he said at the SU
meeting. "It is totally unprecedented, they would probably
Ia ugh in our faces. •
jeff Kulbago, sophomore class
on -campus senator and member
of the SIC, said at the SU meeting
that eventually they hope to have

SU officers to be inaugurated next Tuesday

Class elections to be held next week
Primary elecuons for offices in next year's sophomore, JUnior
and sen tor classes will be held next week m the Atrium

will not be req uired to be released .
"Legally, the University cannot
sacrifice the rig hts of privacy of
the professo rs involved," Petrak
said. "if the professor grants written perm ission to release reasons
of denial, then it becomes a different issue; that is a right the professor has."
Kate Robinson, special events
chairperson, said at the SU meeting that even though some information must remain confidential,
there should be some reasons presented so a student could supply a
professor with cases of support.
At the SU meeting, members of
the Senate suggested that students
should playa largerroleinthetenure dec ision process.
"I strongly believe students
should play a bigger role," Kevin
Bachman, junior class vice president, said. "We're the consumers,
we're the customers, the school
takes that for granted."
Enrico Carfagna, freshman
class senator and member of the

"But, if we go now and say we
want reasons for denial and we
want a vote, they will not agree,"
he said.
Now that the bill was passed,
the Proposa I for Revision of the
Tenure Decision Process will be
given to the Rank,Tenure and Salary Committee of the Faculty Forum in order to gain support of
faculty members.
There will be open hearings
held by the Faculty Forum committee over the next two weeks
concerning tenure and promotion
issues.
"We want to present [the proposal] to them and give them the
opportunity to have a look at the
proposal and see where the SIC
and SU are coming from," Petrak
said. "Our hope is that they will
work together with us in at least
taking a look at the proposal and
considering it."
Copiesof the proposal have also
been distributed to members of
the administration to review.

quest theSU president to leave the
room at any time for sufficient
reason.
"Ifthereisanissuethatisserious enough that it might have legal ramifications for the university or professor and it is deemed
that the SU president has to leave

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
According to the amendmem,
once the committee makes a tenure decision it will be presented
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ONECOURSETHATCOULDCHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR UFE.
Look forward to the future w1th
confidence, character and manageconfidence. Enroll m Army ROTC, ment sk1lls. All the credentials
an elective that's different from
employers look for. ROTC is open to
any other college course. ROTC --~- freshmen and sophomores without
offers hands-on leadership trainobligation and requires about 4
mg . Traming that g1ves you
hours per week It will put your
expenence and helps build selflife on a whole new course.

ARMYROTt
m

SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAlE.

For details, visit 2nd F1oor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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RA
continued from page 1
"!RAs] are primarily there to
look out for the residents, to add to
thesecurityof the building and to
maintain some order in the building," said Byrnes.
She added that Grieco's absence
could have been more severe if an
urgent matter arose and no one
was there to deal with it.
"The events of that night were
certainly a series of crucial mistakesonjoe's part, but we're lucky
that noseriousevem resulted from
it," Byrnes said.
Byrnes confirmed that violationsincluded negligence,alcohol
regulation infractions and some
vandalism.

"I didn 't sit duty, that was
clearly wrong," Gneco said.
He added that his only other
violation was being in a room
where underage alcohol consumption took place.
Grieco said that the vandalism
charge was false, because spray
painting the storage room was a
yearly tradition.
"I haven't decided what course
of action should be taken," Byrnes
said. "It's a serious breach of trust."
"I don 't think [Residence Life]
fully understands what it is to live
the job. It's pretty much[a 24 hour
a day, seven days a week) job, and
they put administrative rules
first," said Grieco. "l don't regret at
all being an RA . It was the best
experience of my life."
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Buchanan says he will not endorse
Dole until GOP Convention
As Republican pool narrows, support divides
unsurmountable lead in the race,
much of the suspense in the GOP
campaign has shifted to how the
other contenders decide togi vein ,
and how much damage they inflict on Dole before they do.
The posturing Sunday indicated that the issue, often a delicate one for opponents in hotly
contested primary races, may
prove exceptionally difficult for
the 1996 GOP field.
Asked whether he would declare his support for Dole if the
Senate majority leader's nomination became certain, Buchanan
stated flatly that "there will be no
endorsements" before the conve ntion.
Buchanan , speaking on the
CBS-TV program "Face the Nation," said he prefers Dole to
Clinton as president, if it came
down to that choice, but he did
not
share
party con11
cerns that his
My
attacks on
Dole might
weaken the
Kansan in a
general election
campaign.
"My objective now is to
not help Bob
Dole at all," he
Patrick Buchanan said. "It is to
defeat him for
bridge, he sa id , cou ld be built "ei- the Republican nomination because l behevc l'tn a su~nor can
Ller now, or in the fu re .... We
may have to wait till San Diego," didate." And, underscoring his
point, he continued during his
the site of the GOP convention.
With Dole now holding what campaign stops in Texas to dish
many
consider
an out the kind of ridicule that makes

Elizabeth Shogren
Los Angeles T1mes
Defying the Republican Party
leadership. presidential hopeful
Patrick j. BL •..:ha nan said Sunday
that he will not endorse from-runner Bob Dole before the nanona l
convention in August, even if his
own bid fo r t he nom ina tion
clearly is falling short.
However, in a better piece of
news fo r Dole and Republican
Party peacemakers, former Housing and Urban Development Secretary jack Kemp said he would
be willing to smooth the poli tical
waters between Dole and his other
chief Republican rival, Steve
Forbes. clearing the way for Forbes
to ease gracefully from the race.
"If Steve wants me to, I would
like to play somewhat of a bridge
for the party," Kemp said in an
interview with reporters. That
© The

objective now is to not

help Bob Dole at all...it is to

continued from page 1
The current Student Union executive board held its last SU
meeting on Tuesday. The new executive board w ill be i naugurated next Tuesday, March 26._

Telephone registration for Fall
'96 wtll be open to all graduate
students and a limited nu;nber of
undergraduates. Undergrad uares
need to bring their APRs to the
Regtstrar's office before registering. Priority registration for Fall
'96 begins April 9.
Studems registering by phone
for summer classes should follow
the instructions and use the
worksheet found in the back of
the summer registration booklets,
DiFranco said. "[f students have
any questions , they can contact
the Registrar's Office." DiFranco
said. The number is 397-4291.
DiFranco said phone registration is very convenient. "Students
don'thavetowaitin line, and they
can register from home or work,'
Senior Megan Nicholson was
part of a pilot group that registered by phone last semester. She
said touchtone registration was
excellent. "I didn't even have to
leave my room," she said. "It was a
lot better than standing in line."
Senior Laura Gerken said registering by phone was great. "It
was so easy, and the directions
were easy to follow." she said. "1
was registered in five minutes."
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defeat him for the Republican
nomination because I believe
I'm a superior candidate."

party conciliators cringe.
"Every time I mention an issue,
Bob calls me an extremist and the
next day he's parroting what I've
just said," Buchanansta ted during
a rallyinCollege Station. The night
before in Houston, he pulled out a
toy parrot, which he called Bob.
To the delight of the crowd,
Buchanan said, "Fight corporate
greed," and the parrot said "Fight
corporate greed." He satd "There's
a cultural war going on" and the
parrot again mimicked him.
In Forbes' camp, Kemp, a lead ing ally, hmted that the pubhsh ing magna te's d i plomacy for withdrawal could start soon, perhaps
after this week 's Super Tuesday's
primaries. "What Bob Dole says
Tuesday night wtll be very important in helping heal some of the
wounds,'' Kemp said. "It's always
up to the leader to show magnanimity Bob should be magnanimous
Kemp called economic growth
and opportunity, a key element of
Forbes' campaign, the "zeitgeist of
the party, the spirit of the times of
the party," and said that Dole needs
"the optimistic wing of the party"
to beat Clinton.
Asked what would happen if
Dole doesn't make room in his
campaign for some of the issues
that are dear to Forbes, Kemp said,
"We'll all be Republicans in November."
Campaigning in Florida ,
Forbes c ntinued to address the
future of h\s c am

t\~
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that are open to inrerpretatlon: Is
he really campaigning or just
sending signals to Dole about possible terms of surrender?

~xpress yourself

r

i
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Opposition given to Chinese military moves
U5. Secretary of State Warren Christopher announced Sunday that the United States would move warships closer to Taiwan
in the wake of Chinese military actions directed toward the
island. These provocations include the firing of three missiles
near Taiwan ports and the scheduling of live-ammunition maneuvers in the region this week. This is Washington's harshest
public warning to China in the Taiwan conflict. Pentagon officials said Sunday that President Clinton and top administration
officials would decide whether to send U.S. Navy ships into
Taiwanstrairsasan even stronger sign of American opposition to
the Chinese moves.

Iraq accused of breaking inspection rules
Iraqi authorities barred a United Nations team from inspecting a building in downtown Baghdad that was suspected of
. housing military actions last Friday. U.N. officials ruled in an
emergency session of the U.N.SecurityCouncilthat Iraq breached
U.N. rules by banning the inspection. United States Ambassador
Madeline A!bright issued a resolution over the weekend expressing "grave concern." with the situation and demanded lraq comply with its pledges to provide "unfettered access.·

Explosion rocks London neighborhood
An explosion rocked a central London neighborhood last
Saturday. The blast, initiated by the lrish Republican Army,
broke windows and damaged nearby homes, but caused no injuries. The recent blast added to bomb jitters In the wake of two
deadly IRA blasts last monrh which killed three people.

White House \Neb look-a-like
Two Annandale. Va. men have created a White House ~b
page that looks like the real one, performs like the real one and
most disturbing to White House officials, has nearly the same
computer address as the president's official Web site. Computer
expenssay that the page is an example of howeasilya Web page
can be made to look official. and that fraud on the Internet is a
concern of the on-line industry. jerry Berman. dtrector of the
Washington based Center for Democracy and Technology, said
othersimilarcascs have prom pled on \inecompaniesand \nternet
prov\dcrs t o bc~\n. de.v~\n,')\n~ ~cuntv

'{Men"\<;

\oy- W(''n Tl''a.~~oq,

New computer dt..k introduced
3M introduced a new computer diskette last weekend with 80
times the capacity of current 3 1/2-inch disks, which has been
used fonhepast 12 years. The diskettes willcostabout$20each,
compared less than $1 for l. 44-megabyte floppy disks. The necessarydiskdrivewilladd $200 to the cost of a persona !computer.

World Briefs werec:ompiled byjoe Wholley,Asst.Internalional
News& Business Editor, with the aid of wire sources.

Stu08 abroaD.

GUINESS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE
DIAMOND, WOODPECKER CIDER, AND
WATNErS BY TilE PINT AND 1/2 PINT

t Beaver College, we believe that study abroad is an opportunity for you to express yourself in new ways. Our commllment to working with you ensures a fulftlling academic and
perso nal experience. Call us for our 1996-97 program catalogs.
Specify Australia, Greece , Great Britain, Ireland, Austna, Peace

A

Studies or Mexico.

1.800. 755.5607
cea@beaver.edu
http://www.beaver.edu/

....
Bca\'ci-Col k:g~:

Ctntt r for Edu~ tl on Abroad

ROLLING ROCK
DRAFT SPECIALS!
IIAM.-2AM.
LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS
KITCHEN CLOSES AT 11 P.M.

20lfo OF FOOD TO ALL CARROlL SIUDENIS,
FACUL1Y, AND STAFF (PRESENr I. D.)
15 CENI'WINGS ON SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS
FROM 8 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

321-9356
LOCATED IN CEDAR CENTER 13962 CEDAR ROAD
FREE PAR~INO IN REAR OF BUILDING
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History revealed and festivities planned for St. Patrick·s Day
Sara Kalman
Staff Reporter

As St. Patrick's Day approaches it's time
ag.l i n fur corned beef, cabbage, green beer,
and shamrocks.
BUI did St. Patrick partake in any of these
holiday muals now used ro celebrate his
men tmy'
St. Patrick was born with the name
MagonusSuccatusaround A.D 390 in Bmain of Roman descent. When he was 16,
Patrick,along with many other people, was
taken captive by Irish p1rates and sold into
slavery in Ireland
During his six year imprisonment,
Patrick became dedicated to religion. He
escaped after six years of captivity andreturned to Britain.
Alter this experience, Patrick was inspired to return ro h1 s place of capuvity to
convert the Irish people to Christianity. He
studied in St. Martin of Tours and Lerins
monasteries.
Finally, in A.D. 43l,PopeCelestinecommtssioned Patrick as a mtss1onary to Ireland. While m Ireland , Patrtck introduced
the Roman alphabet and Latin works of
literature to Ireland.
The patron samt of Ireland is said to
have established more than 300 churches
and baptized 120,000 followers in Ireland.
St. Patrick died on March 17,around A.D.
461. He was buned in a shroud made by St.
Brigid. the co- patron saint of Ireland.
A group of his followers began a yearly
holiday in his memory on the day of his
death .
St. Patrick is known for using th e shamrock toexplaintheideaof the 1-iolyTriniry,
with the three leavessym boltzing the three
per~ns in one God: Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.
St Patrick is also legendary for charming and driving the snakes out of Ireland,

although scientists believe there were none
there m the first place.
The Feast of St. Patrick's Day is celebrated
by Roman Catholics, the Anglican community and Lutherans. The holiday is a
religious one in Ireland, where churches
hold special services and community
events.
St. Patrtck's Day was first celebrated m
the United States as a secular holiday in
Boston 1n 1737. Since then, most major cities with large Irish -American populations
now celebrate the holiday with parades and
festivals.
The largest American parade is held in
New York

c

i l

y'

where the
parade
r o u t e
marches
past St.
Patrick 's
Cathedral
and receives the
blesstng
of
the
a r c h bishop of
New York.
The celebrations in Ireland have been
more restramed than those in the United
States.
Ire!and's largest parade is held in Dublin
and has been growing in size each year.
These celebrations attract many American
tourists.
So did St. Patrick eat corned beef and
cabbage? Probably not. These traditions are
pan of Irish custom.
But one thing is for sure, everyone has a
bit of Irish blood in them on St. Patrick's
Day and hopefully a litt le Irish luck, too.

Laurie Blrko

Staff Reporter
While the leprechaun hunts for the pot
of gold, some john Carroll University students have found different ways to celebrate
St Patrick's Day.
Being 100 percent Irish, St. Patrick's Day
is a part of junior Shannon O'Malley's heritage. She and her family belong to the Irish
America Club and have been involved in St.
Patrick's Day activities since she was born,
O'Malley said.
"I go and march in the St. Patrick's Day
parade," O'Malley said.
Every year, Cleveland celebrates

s

t

Patrick's
Day
by
host i ng
the infamous St.
Patrick's
Day Parade. This
parade has
become a
tradition in
the Greater Cleveland area.
The parade is known for
being the best party in town on St Patrick's
Day and thousands of people flock downtown to be a part of the festivities.
Young and old alike join togetherro celebrate their Irish heritage.
But the parade is not the only way to
celebrate the holiday.
Senior Liz Dudash's family buys her 14year-old brother a gift for St. Patrick's Day.
Dudash said her brother's name had
something to do with his being flourished
with gifts.
"We used to buy him a bunch of gifts for
St. Patrick's Day because his name was

Patrick," Dudash said.
"When we stopped buying htm gtf ts, he
flipped out," Dudash said. "So now we buy
him one gift for St. Patrick's Day.every year."
So, what are students going to eat and
drink on St. Patrick's Day? How about some
Ir ish tea or a good Shamrock Shake from
McDonald's?
"Corned beef and cabbage," said freshman Tim Patton.
Patton said he will be going to the paradedowntown with his girlfriend. He said
the Great Lakes Brewery is also a good place
to find some good corned beef sandwiches
and beer.
When asked how he would spend St.
Patrick's Day, junior Chris Everett said,
"Drink green Mad Dog and go down to the
flats and drink green beer."
Freshman Eric Krebs said that even
though he is not Irish, he IS going to celebrate St. Patrick's Day with a few of his
friends.
"We'll probably go to the parade, have a
few green beers and sing old Irish folk songs,"
Krebs said.
So is celebrating St. Patrick's Day the day
before Monday classes going todamper your
plans?
Sophomore Michael O'Brien is not sure
what he's going to do this St. Patrick's Day
since it is on a Sunday. But one thing is for
certain. "I'm going togo out and have a good
time," O'Brien said.
Spending time with family and friends,
watching parades, and enjoying Irish beers
and foods seem like popular activities
amongsomejCUstudents. But junior Renee
Thomas has a unique way of celebrating St.
Patrick's Day.
"I wear green and llookat the grass closer
and rub it on my sleeve," Thomas said.
Thomas said it is a "magical thing."
Maybe she'll find that pot of gold.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE
PUBUC SECTOR FAIR

Allies
continued from page 1
l1fe , which stems from ignorance."
This seems true because Mike
declined to use him real name suspecting a backlash, whether he is
gay or not. Hecontinued,~AIIies'
is not a group of gays, lesbians and
bi-se xuals. It is a group of edu cated, loving persons that are supportive of everybody, no matter
where you come from . You can
releaser rustrationsand noone will
judge you."
Freshman Michelle Bjel said,
"They think we're here to come out
It's not a priority to know each
other's sexual orientation."
Petrak said the group does not
dwell on sexual orientation because "we look at the person for
whotheyareand help with issues
of self -image and self-esteem
Many times, because of an orientation , one has problems with
these two things."
Status as a committee
Questions have arisen as to the
aimsandagendaofthegroup,specifically whether or not the group
has political aims. Members agree,
however, that the group is, by definition , not politicaL
DeZolt explamed, "I am aware
ol the political nature as others
might make of it, but it's not about
rallies and protests. Anyone who
starts that rhetoric of disdain,
those are the people who are politicizing the group."
ThejCU administration is well
aware of the group's existence.
AccordtngtoFredTravis,academic
vice president, "As lon g as they
ex is! as I understand they are !that
is non-politicall, it's fine," but Travis
declined further comment at this
time.
"The university and alumni
ha-.~e a great concern because of
the group. At some points false
assumptions have been made
about the group's purpose," said
Petrak. "Through working with
different ad mi nistra10rs,•A!lies" is
known as a group that is non-political, non-confrontational and an
asset to the university community.
I have not dealt with the alumni as
much."
Petrak continued, "By the nature of 'Allies' purpose, we have
continued LO exist. It is a group
that will never have any political

GOVERNMENT
ENVIRONMENT
COMMUNITY SERVICE
HEALTH CARE

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST
OliT OF THE PUBUC
SECTOR FAIR
TUESDAY MARCH 19TH

Monday March 25th
6:00 to 7:30p.m. LSC Room

7:00 TO 8:00P.M.
LOBBY MURPHY HAll.

asptrationson or off campus."
Petrak said that 'AII1es' will
never be a chartered organization
and will remain a sub-committee
of tudent Issues.
Group dynamics
The group is about support,
community and friendship.
Mary Shaughnessy is a freshman and sister of Erin
Shaughnessy. She admits that her
sister influenced her in support-

Despite the apparent prejudice,
am I who society wants me to be?
People deal with sexuality at dif- members see the turnouts at
ferent potnts in their life I am events as a sign of hope for openaccepting and lookingforanswers nes . "We have different speakers,
myself.•
like a parents group that talked
Nobody in the group necessar- about having a child come out and
ily knows anyone else's orienta- how they were able to overcome
tion "It's not a priority," said BjeL and deal With issues," said Mary
"We also work 10 break down Shaughnessy. "We talk about crestereotypes of the group itself. but ative aspects too, books and movwe have to be comfortable first," tes.There's a lotof just talkingwtth
said Burton. She said she feels as no agenda ."
Burton found that as a freshthough thecampusmay
be more liberal than we man,thegrouphelped hertomeet
think, but people are not others with the same interests and
"Being homosexual is
provides an opportunity to eduready to show it.
"Being homosexual is cate. Being gay is just one of those
about sex. You put notaboutsex,"saidMike.
things like skin color or economic
background, she said.
"You
put
yourself
in
a
yourself in minority...
"It's important to talk about it.
minority,asectionof the
population that is auto- On a college campus, people
No one wakes up one
matically looked down should be at a level to accept other
upon. No one wakes up lifestyles. We're all old enough, all
morning and makes a
one morning and rna kes adults, whether we want to admit
a choice like that. Sex itornot,"said Burton "With adultchoice like that.
tsn't worth it, nothing in hood comes the responsibilJLy to
the world is worth it to educate yourself."
And, while the meetings are
"Mike" put yourself in that poopen to everyone, Petrak quickly
sition."
Religious perspec- pointed out that what's aid being 'A llies,' but she !-.as developed tive
hind closed doors stays there. "'A 1"The Catholic perspective is
her own appreciation of the group.
Mary Shaughnessy said, "A personally a large issue,"said Mike
supportgroupof ten has that nega- who shares the concern with a mative con notation that someone has jority of the group.
"From the religious aspect and
a problem that they need counseling for. You can be whoyouarelm understanding Catholic teaching,
the group], not judged at all."
which does not condemn the per She continued, "It's a haven to son, but does condemn the act, we
Sherry Lucchetti
be whatever you want and en- find ourselves as a group that
Features Editor
counter a wide variety of issues in struggles with that issue," said
Building bridges. For over
the gay community. It's an entity Petrak. "We find ir to be our re20 years, the Lesbian-Gay
that exists, someplace to retreat sponsibility to inform ourselves
Community Service Center of
to, but not in the sense of hiding. completely on where our church
the GreaterClevelandArea loYoucancomeout if you want, but is coming from. We don't chalcated on 1418 W 29th St. in
that'snotwhatisexpected. What's lenge the teaching, but we conCleveland has existed co serve
said at the meetings is always in tinue to struggle with it."
this purpose.
confidence."
Activities
Accord ing to a pamphlet
Mike has been in the group a
"Allies" tries to meet every
published hy the C ntcr. "The
year and a half, but it wasn't al- Thursday and many times the
nrer x1sr 10 butld bndges
wayssoea ytowa nto eroom goup- vi spea ers to rhe JSfrom each gay and lesbian infor meetings. "The first few times, cussion, always keeping in mind
dividual to a stronge r sense of
you're thinking, 'who's around the that the focus of the group is eduidentity and self-acceptance;
corner?' Then, you learn ways to cation. ln fact, today the group is
from our relationships and
get around it when someone asks hosting Rev. Mark Hobsonat6p.m.
families to those we come from
where you're going. The first time in the DJ. Lombardo Student Cenand
live beside; and from our
Room
to
speak
on
ter
Conference
I walked past the room five times
communicy to the Greater
wondering'will people judge me?'" homosexuality and the Catholic
Cleveland Community, enGoing to the meetings is a faith. Theeventwasadvertised by
abling us to strengthen our
a
poster
in
the
Atrium,
however,
struggle for everybody in the bemutual understanding and
ginningaccording to Mike, but he the sign met thesamefateof many
growth."
said, "sexual orientation is not a before. "Every time a sign is preThere are 200,000 lesbians
big deal and doesn't define the maturely removed, it somehow
and gays in the Greater Cleveperson I'm looking for personal ends up hanging in Bernet Hall,"
land Area and one in 10 teenanswers, am I my own person or said Petrak.
agers is lesbian or gay Therefore , m 1975, the Center wa
founded as an educational faLesbian, and Bisexual Alliance is homosexual and bisexual comcility for lesbians, gays and bithe campus organization at munities.
sexuals. Since that time, howWooster that supports the homoThe college, like Wooster, also
ever, it has grown to be an orsexual and bisexualcommunities. recognizes National Coming Out
ganization which provides
Students and faculty are free Day. Gosssaid that the college has
many serv1ces to the commuto attend the meetings and the or- received thesupportoftheadminnity.
ganizationhasreceivedapositive istration in promoting awareness
For 1hose whoarefaci ng the
responsefrom thecampusaccord- and support of these groups.
challenge of "commg out," a
ing to the public relations departBut not all schools have been as
term used to explain the proment.
accepting of support groups and
cess that gays, lesbians and biThe college also recogn izes have not established them at the
sexuals go through when tryNational Coming Out Day by university. Ursuline College, for
ing to become both comfortplacing posters around campus.
example, has no such support
able with and accepting of
Baldwin-Wallace College- group for the gay, lesbian and hithei r sexual onentauon, the
TherearetwoorganizationsatBW sexual communities.
Lesbian-Gay Community Serthat are supportive of the homoThere has been some talk of
vice Center IS a place where
sexualandbisexualcommunities. what would happen if the stuthey can seek supponserv1ces.
The first began four to five years dentswouldwanttostartanorgaFor example, groups such
ago and is called LAMBDA. This nization, but thus far the students
as Men in Touch and Lesbtan
group is for gay, lesbians, bisexu- have not initiated the process.
Coming Out, are groups that
als and theirfriends,according to
The student service staff which
help people to work through
Usa Goss, Dtrector of Student Ac- approves campus organizations
the process of "coming out."
tivities and adviser of the group. are concerned that such a group
The groups usually run be"This ts the most positive part of would be controversial because Jt
tween six to eight weeks and
my job and I never expected it," would promote an attnude that is
deal with issues such as selfsaid Goss.
contrary to the catholic univeresteem and self -idenmy.
Allies is the other campus or- sity mission.
Another servtce offered by
gamzation which serves more of
Other colleges and universities
the Center is the Gay-Lesbian
an educattonal purpose. The that have support groups for the
Hotline (861-5454). This sergroup was formed two years ago lesbian,gay,and bisexualcommuvice offers peer support, inforwhen heterosexual students on nities mclude: Kent State Univermation and referrals to anycampus showed a strong interest sity, Cleveland State University,
onewhoisin need of guidance
to create a group in which they Capita !University; Hiram College,
could show their support for the and Oberhn College.
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College campuses unite in efforts to understand
Sherry Lucchetti
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Features Editor
The john Carroll University
committee"AlliesforGay,Lesbian,
and Bisexual Persons" has responded to homosexuality issues
facing our society by forming a
support group for people of all
sexual orientations.
The concept of student support
groups is not unique tojCU, however. In fact , several other local
colleges have groups that are similar to Carroll's Allies.
Mount Union College- The
name of their ally group is Gay,
Ally, Bisexual, Lesbian , Ethos
(GABLE).
The intentJons of this organizat ion , according to its mission
statement are "to provtde comfort,
st rength ,and a safe place to gather
for gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and
allies ol such in a social atmosphere; to promote respect, harmony, individuality, community,
and understanding: to discourage
discrimination of any kind,toeducare the campus community and
beyond about gay, lesbian, and bisexual issues and to work to abo!ish stereotypes of gays, lesbians,
and bisexuals."
College of Wooster- The Gay,

5
lies' is not a group that promotes
sexual activity. It prommes responsible adult decisiOn making,
education and understanding."
Future plans
The group hasn'tbeen without
Its challenges. perhaps most o bviously acceptance. But this is the
group's ultimate goaL
"l hope the group stays and
serves its pur pose as a safe place at
a school that often doesn't represem that [for h,pmosexualsl," said
Enn Shaughnessy "If njust helps
one person, it's effective."
Erin Shaughnessy and Petrak,
along with administranon, agree
that "Allies· should never be political.
Schools such as Baldwin
Wallace College and Cleveland
State UmversHy have formed
Lambda groups wh1ch are for only
gay, lesbian and bisexual persons,
butthereis no indica non of such a
movement at Carroll Petrak
summedupthemissionof"Allie •
as he said, "I believe that all persons,despt re race,gender orsexua 1
orientation are m need of support,
compassion and friendship."

Local center reaches out to
homosexual and
bisexual communities
or support. The hotline i
staffed by tratned volunteers
who are avai !able seven days a
week to answer quescions and
discussconcerns. Thereisalso
a compu1er information line
(781-6736) that provtdes list·
tngs. of local events that interest the lesbian, gay and bisexual communities
Pr~scnc c

<lnd R<''>f><'CI for

ouch 10 :::, u
1 on y
(PRYSM) is another service
provided by the Center to
young people under the age of
23. The group ts run by peers
but adult advisers are present
to offer assistance when
needed. Meetings are every
Saturday at noon.
The Center also provides
opportunicies for people who
have already accepred their
sexual on entation are openly
"out" to the public to get mvolved. One such group is the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Speakers Bureau. Thepurposeo( thts
organization is "to educate the
public about what it means to
be lesbian, gay, or bisexual in
this society, to dispel myths
and stereotypes by allowing
people to see usasindividuals,
to build understanding and
acceptance through open and
honest dialogue, and to let
other lesbian,gay,and bisexuals know that they are not
alone." Thegroupwasfounded
inl987 and speaks toallkmds
of audtences whenever invited.
TheCemeralsosponsorsan
anti-discrimmanon project
which provides sensicivity
training to police officers a
well as other people who work
m the public sector.
Community centers like
che Lesbian-Gay Community
Service Center of Greater
Cleveland are becoming increasingly valued around the
country. These centers function as facilitators to improve
educaitonal efforts tO break
down stereotypes. For more
info. regarding the LesbianGayCommumty Service Center, call 522-1999.
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History revealed and festivities planned for St. Patrick·s Day
Sara Kalman
Staff Reporter
As St. Patrick's Day approaches it's time
ag11n fur corned beef. cabbage, green beer,
and shamrocks
But did St. Patrick partake in any of these
holiday muals now used to celebrate his
mcntory7
)t. Patrick was born w1th the name
Magonus Succatusaround AD 390 1n Britain of Roman descent. When he was 16,
Patrick ,along with many other people,was
taken captive by Irish pirates and sold into
slavery in Ireland
During his six year imprisonment,
Patnck became dedicated to religion. He
escaped after six years of captivity and returned to Britain.
AI ter thts experience, Patrick was in spired to return to hts place of captivity to
convert the Ir ish people to Christianity. He
studied in St. Martin of Tours and Lenns
monasteries
Final ly, in A.D 43l,Pope Celestinecommtssioned Patrick as a missiOnary to Ireland. While in Ireland, Patrick introduced
the Roman alphabet and Latin works of
hterature to Ireland.
The patron saint of Ireland is said to
have established more than 300 churches
and baptized 120,000 followers in Ireland .
St. Patrick died on March !?,around A.D.
461. He was buned in a shroud made by St.
Brigid, the co-patron saint of Ireland.
A group of his followers began a yearly
holiday in his memory on the day of his
death .
St Patrick is known for using the shamrock toexplatn the idea of the Holy Trinity,
with the three leaves symbolizing the three
per>(.ms m one God: Father, Son and Hoi y
Spirit
St. Patrick is also legendary for charming and driving the snakes out of Ireland,

although scientists believe there were none
there m the first place.
The Feast of St. Patrick's Day is celebrated
by Roman Catholics, the Anglican community and Lutherans. The holiday is a
religious one in Ireland , where churches
hold spectal services and comm unity
events.
St. Patrick's Day was first celebrated in
the United States as a secular holiday in
Boston 1n 1737. Since then , most major cities with large Irish-American populations
now celebrate the holiday with parades and
festivals.
The largest American parade is held in
New York

Laurie Blrko
Staff Reporter
While the leprechaun hunts for the pot
of gold, some John Carroll University students have found di fferent ways to celebrate
St. Patrick's Day.
Being 100 percent Irish. St. Patrick's Day
is a part of junior Shannon O'Malley's heritage. She and her family belong to the Irish
AmericaCluband have been involved in St.
Patrick's Day activities since she was born,
O'Malley said.
"1 go and march in the St. Patnck's Day
parade," O'Malley said .
Every year, Cleveland celebrates

c

Patrick's
Day
by
ho sting
the infamous St.
Patrick 's
Day Parade. This
parade has
become a
tradition in
the Greater Cleveland area.
The parade is known for
being the best party in town on St. Patrick's
Day and thousands of people flock downtown to be a part of the festivitie s.
Young and old alike join together to celebrate their Irish heritage.
But the parade is not the only way to
celebrate the holiday.
Senior Liz Dudash's family buys her 14year-old brother a gift for St. Patrick's Day.
Dudash said her brother's name had
something to do with his being flourished
with gifts
"We used to buy him a bunch of gifts for
St. Patrick's Day because his name was

i t

y'

where the
parade
r o u

t

e

marches
past St.
Patrick 's
Cathedral
and re ceives the
blessing
of
the
a r c h bishop of
New York.
The celebrations in Ireland have been
more restramed than those in the United
States.
Ireland's largest parade is held in Dublin
and has been growing in size each year.
These celebrations attract many American
tourists.
So did St. Patrick eat corned beef and
cabbage? Probably not. These traditions are
part of Irish custom.
But one thing is for sure, everyone has a
bit of Irish blood in them on St. Patrick's
Day and hopefully a little Irish luck, too.

s

t

Patrick," Dudash said.
"When we stopped buymg h1m gifts, he
flipped out," Dudash said. "So now we buy
him one gift for St. Patrick's Day.every year."
So, what are students going to eat and
drink on St. Patrick's Day? How about some
Irish tea or a good Shamrock Shake from
McDonald's?
"Corned beef and cabbage," said freshman Tim Patton.
Patton said he will be going to the paradedowntown with his girlfriend. He said
the Grear Lakes Brewery is a!so a good place
to find some good corned beef sandwiches
and beer.
When asked how he would spend St.
Patrick's Day, junior Chris Everett said,
"Drink green Mad Dog and go down to the
flats and drink green beer."
Freshman Eric Krebs said that even
though he is not Irish, he ts going to celebrate St. Patrick's Day with a few of his
friends.
"We'll probably go to the parade, have a
few green beers and sing old Irish folk songs,"
Krebs said.
So is celebrating St. Patrick's Day the day
before Monday classes going todamper your
plans7
Sophomore Michael O'Brien is not sure
what he's going to do this St. Patrick's Day
since it is on a Sunday. But one thing is for
cenai n. "I'm going to go out and have a good
time." O'Brien said.
Spending time with family and friends.
watching parades, and enjoying Irish beers
and foods seem like popular activities
amongsomejCUstudents. But junior Renee
Thomas has a unique way of celebrating St.
Patrick's Day.
"l wear green and I look at the grass closer
and rub it on my sleeve," Thomas said.
Thomas said it is a "magical thing."
Maybe she'll find that pot of gold.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE
PUBUC SECTOR FAIR
NETWORKING OPPOR11JNmF5
FOR CAREERS IN:

GOVERNMENT
ENVIRONMENT
COMMUNITY SERVICE
HEALTH CARE
Monday March 25th
6:00 to 7:30p.m. LSC Room

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST
OliTOFTHEPUBUC
SECTOR FAIR
lUESDAY MARCH 19TH
7:00 TO 8:00P.M.

LOBBY MURPHY HAll..
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aspirations on or of[ campus."
Petrak said that "Allies' will
never be a chartered organization
and will remain a sub-committee
of Student Issues.
Group dynamics
The group is about support,
community and friendship.
Mary Shaughnessy is a freshrna n and sister of Erin
Shaughnessy She admits that her
sister influenced her in suppon-

Despite the apparent prejudice.
am I who society wants me to be?
People deal with sexuality at dif- members see th e turnouts at
continued from page 1
ferent points in thetr life. I am events as a stgn of hope for openlife. which stems from ignorance."
accepting and looking for answers nes "We have difrerent peakers,
This seems true because Mike
like a parents group that talked
myself."
declined to use him real name susNobody in the group necessar- about hav inga chi ld come out and
pecting a backlash, whether he is
ily knows anyone else's orienta- how th ey were able to overcome
gay or not. He continued, "'A !lies'
tion. "It's not a priority," said Bjel. and deal with issues," said Mary
is not a group of gays, lesbians and
"We also work to break down Shaughnessy. "We talk about crebi-sexuals. It is a group of edustereotypes of the group itself. but ative aspects too, books and movcated, loving persons that are supwe have to be comfortable first," tes.There'sa lot of JUSt talking with
portive of everybody, no matter
said Burton. She said she feels as no agenda."
where you come from. You can
Burton found that as a freshthough the campus may
release frustrations and no one will
be more liberal than we man, the group helped her to meet
judge you ."
think, but people are not others with the sameinterestsand
~~Being homosexual is
provides an opportunity to eduFreshman Michelle Bjel said,
ready to show it.
"They think we're here to come out. not about sex. You put
"Being homosexual is cate Being gay is just one of those
It's not a priority to know each
not about sex." said Mike. things like skin color or economic
other's sexual orientation."
"You put yourself in a background, she said.
yourself In minority...
Petrak said the group does not
"It's important to talk about it.
minority,asectionof the
dwell on sexua l orientation bepopulation that is auto- On a college cam pus, people
cause "we look at the person for No one wakes up one
matically looked down should be at a level toacceptot her
who they are and help with issues
upon. No one wakes up lifestyles. We're all old enough, all
of self-image and self-esteem. morning and makes
one morning and makes adults, whether we want to admit
Many ttmes, because of an onena choice like that. Sex itornot,"smd Burton. "Wit h adulttation, one has problems with choice like that.
ISn 't worth it, nothing in hood comes the responsibility to
these two things."
the world is worth it to educate yoursell ."
Status as a committee
And, while the meettngs are
"Mike" put yourself in that poQuestions have arisen as to the
open to everyone, Petrak quickly
sition."
aims and agenda of the group,speReligious perspec- pointed out that what's sa td becifically whether or not the group ing "Allies,"but she bsdeveloped tive
hind closed door s stays there. "'A 1has political aims. Members agree, her own appreciation of the group.
"The Catholic perspective i
however, that the group is, by defiMary Shaughnessy said, "A personally a large issue," said M1ke
support group of ten has that nega - whoshares the concer n with a manition, not political.
DeZolt explatned, "I am aware tiveconnotation that someone has jority of the group.
"From the religious aspect and
ol the political nature as others a problem that they need counselmight make of it, but it's not about ing for. You can bewhoyouarelin understanding Catholic teac hing,
rallies and protests. Anyone who the group], not judged at all."
which does not condemn the perstarts that rhetoric of disdain,
She continued, "It's a haven to son, but does condemn the act, we
Sherry Lucchetti
those are the people who are po- be whatever you want and en- find ourselves as a group that
Features Editor
countera wide variety of issues in struggles with that issue," said
lit icizing the group."
Building bridges. For over
ThejCU administration is well the gay community. It's an entity Petrak. "We find it to be our re20 years. the Lesbian-G ay
aware of the group's existence. that exists, someplace to retreat sponsibility to inform ourselves
Community Service Center of
According to Fred Travis, academic to, but not in the sense of hiding. completely on where our church
the GreaterClevelandArea lovice president, "As long as they You can come out if you want, but is coming from. We don't chalcated on 1418 W 29th St. in
exist as I und erstand they arelthat that's notwhatisexpected. What's lenge the teaching, but we conCleveland has existed to serve
is non-political!. it's fine," but Travis said at the meetings is always in tinue to struggle with it."
this purpose.
confidence
...
Activities
declined further comment at this
According to a pamphlet
"Allies" tries to meet every
Mike has been in the group a
t1me.
published hy the Crnter, "The
"Th e university and alumni year and a half, but it wasn't al- Thursday and many tim es the
enrerex1sts to build bndgcs
wayssoeasytowa -in o el'oom 8 oup in vi · spea ers to the tShli've a great concern because o
from each gay and lesbian inthe group. At some points false for meetings. "The first few times, cussion, always keeping in mind
dividual to a stronger sense of
assumptions have been made you're thinking, 'who's around the that the focus of the group is eduidentity and self-acceptance;
about the group's purpose," said corner?' Then, you learn ways to cation. ln fact, today the group is
from our relationships and
Petrak. "Through working with get around it when someone asks hosting Rev. Mark Hobson at6 p.m.
families to those weco me from
different administrators,· A11 ies" is where you're going. The first time in the OJ. Lombardo Student Cenand
live beside; and [rom our
ter
Conference
Room
to
speak
on
I
walked
past
the
room
five
times
known as a group that is non-pocommunity to the Greater
litical, non-confrontational and an wondering 'will peoplejudgeme7m homosexuality and the Catholic
Cleveland Community, enGoing to the meetings is a faith. The event was advertised by
asset to the universitycommunity.
abling us to strengthen our
a
poster
in
the
Atrium,
however,
I have not dealt with the alumni as struggle for everybody in the bemutual understanding and
thesignmetthesamefateof
many
ginningaccordingto
Mike,
but
he
much."
growth."
Petrak continued, "By the na- said, "sexual orientation is not a before. "Every time a sign is preThere are 200,000 lesbians
ture of 'Allies' purpose, we have big deal and doesn't define the maturely removed, it somehow
and
gays in the Greater Cleveends
up
hanging
in
Bernet
Hall,"
person.
I'm
looking
for
personal
continued to exist. It is a group
land Area and one in 10 teenthat will never have any political answers, am I my own person or said Petrak.
agers is lesbian or gay. Therefore, in 1975, the Center was
founded as an educational fa Sherry Lucchetti
Lesbian, and Bisexual Alliance is homosexual and bisexual comcility for lesbians, gays and biFeatures Editor
the campus organization at munities.
sexuals. Since that time, howThe john Carroll University Wooster that supports the homoThe college, like Wooster, also
ever, it has grown to be an orcommirtee"AlliesforGay, Lesbian, sexualandbisexualcommunities. recognizes National Coming Out
ganization which provides
and Bisexual Persons" has re Students and faculty are free Day. Gosssaid that the college has
many services to the commusponded to homosexuality issues to attend themeetingsand the or- receivedthesupportoftheadminnity.
[acing our society by forming a ganization has received a positive istration in promoting awareness
For those who are facing the
support group for people of all responsefrom thecampusaccord- and support of these groups.
challenge of "coming out," a
sexual orientations.
ing to the public relations departBut not all schools have been as
term used to explain the proThe concept of smdent support ment
accepting of support groups and
cess that gays, lesbians and bigroups is not unique tojCU, howThe college also recognizes have not established them at the
sexuals go through when tryever. ln fact, several other local National Coming Out Day by university. Ursuline College, for
mg to become both comfortcolleges have groups that are simi- placing posters around campus.
example, has no such support
able with and accepting of
lar to Carroll's Allies.
Baldwin-Wallace College- group for the gay, lesbian and bitheir sexual orientation, the
Mount Union College- The Therearetwoorganizationsat BW sexual communities.
Lesbia n-Gay Community Sername of their ally group is Gay, that are supportive of the homoThere has been some talk of
vice Center is a place where
Ally, Bisexual, Lesbian , Ethos sexualandbisexualcommunities. what would happen if the stuthey can seek support services.
(GABLE)
The first began four to five years dentswouldwanttostartanorgaFor example, groups such
The intentions of this organi- ago and is called LAMBDA. This nization, but thus far the students
as Men in Touch and Lesbian
zation, accord1ng to its mtssion group is for gay, lesbians, bisexu- have not initiated the process
Coming Out, are groups that
statement are "to provide comfort, als and their f riends,according to
The student service staff which
help people tO work through
strength,and a safe place to gather Lisa Goss. Director of Student Ac- approves campus organizations
the process of "coming out."
for gays, lesbians, btsexuals, and tivities and adviser of the group are concerned that such a group
The groups usually run beallies ol such in a social atmo- "This is the most positive part of would be controversial because it
tween six to etght weeks and
sphere; to promote respect, har- my job and I never expected it," would promote an attitude that is
deal with issues such as selfmony, individuality, community, said Goss.
contrary to the catholic univeresteem and self -idenri ty.
and understanding; to discourage
Alites is the other campus or- sity mission.
Anot her service offered by
discrimination of anykind,toedu- gamzation which serves more of
Other colleges and universities
the Cemer ts the Gay-Lesbian
cate the campus community and an educattonal purpose. The that have support groups for the
Hotline (861-5454). This serbeyond about gay, lesbian, and bi- group was formed two years ago lesbian,gay,andbisexualcommuVIce offers peer support, inforsexual issues and to work to abo!- when heterosexual students on nities include: Kent State Univermation and referrals to anyish stereotypes of gays, lesbians, campus showed a strong interest sity, Cleveland State University,
one whotstn need of guidance
and bisexuals."
to create a group in whtch they Capital University, Hiram College,
College of Wooster- The Gay, could show their support for the and Oberlm College.

Allies

a

a

5
lies' is not a group that promotes
sexual activity. It promotes responsible adult dectsion making,
education and understanding."
Future plans
The group hasn't been without
its challenges, perhaps most obviously acceptance. But thts is the
group's ultimate goal.
"I hope the group stays and
serves its purpose as a safe place at
a school that of ten doesn't represent that [for ~mosexuals)." satd
Erin Shaughnessy. "lf it just helps
one person. it's cffecuve."
Fnn Shaughnessy and Petrak,
along with administration, agree
that "Allies" should never be poli[lcal.
Schools such as Baldwtn
Wallace College and Cleveland
State Untvcrsity have formed
Lam bdagroups which are for on Iy
gay, lesbian and bisex ua I persons.
but there is no indication of such a
movement at Carroll Petrak
summed up the mtssionof"AIIie •
as he said, "I believe that all persons,despt te race,gender or sexual
orientatton are tn need of support.
compasston and friendshtp"

Local center reaches out to
homosexual and
bisexual communities

College campuses unite in efforts to understand

or support. The hotlinc ts
staffed by rrained volunteers
who are available seven days a
week to answer questions and
discuss concerns. There is also
a computer information line
(781-6736) that provtdes listings of local events that interest the lesbian, g<~y and bi
sexual communittes
Pre~~nn·

,md Res('<:Cl [or

ourh 1
xu
m rrry
(PRYSM) is another service
provided by the Center to
young people under the age of
23. The group is run by peers
but adult advisers are present
to offer assistance when
needed . Meetings are every
Saturday at noon.
The Center also provides
opportunities for people who
have already accepted their
sexual orientation are openly
"out" to the public to get involved. One such group is the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Speakers Bureau. Thepurposeof this
organizatton is "to educate the
public about what it means to
be lesbian, gay, or bisexual in
this society, to dispel myths
and stereotypes by allowing
people to see us as individuals.
to build understanding and
acceptance through open and
honest dialogue, and to let
other lesbian, gay,and bisexuals know that they are not
alone." The group was founded
in 1987 and speaks to all kinds
of audiences whenever invited.
TheCenteralsosponsorsan
anti-discrimmation project
wh1ch provtdes sensitivity
training to police officers as
well as other people who work
in the public sector.
Community centers like
the Lesbian-Gay Community
Service Center of Greater
Cleveland are becoming increasingly valued around the
country These centers f unction as faci h ta tors to improve
educaitonal efforts to break
down stereotypes. For more
info. regarding the LesbianGay Community Service Center, call 522-1999.
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Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Sets and Series: five
Cenl uriesofMaster Prinu on vtew now through May 5. These l2
prmts span the 15th through 19th centunes, from the museum's
umquely accla1med engravmgs by the anonymous "Master of the
E-Senes Tarocch1," depleting a medieval v1ewof the cosmic order,
tO Toulouse-Lautrec's series of sympathetic depictions of the lives
of prostitutes Adm1ss1on IS free. Call421-7340 for more informat1on

Comedy
The Improv (m the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer john Carroll
stud ems a spec tal $1 admISSIOn to m1dmght shows every Saturday.
Students must be 19 years old or over, however, only one student in
the party needs a Carrol liD. Scheduled to perform this Saturday.
March 16 is Earl David Reed Reservations are required.Call 6964677

Film
Two Much (Tou hstone Pictures), starring Antonio Banderas,
Melame Griffith and Darryl Hannah, opens tomorrow (Friday,
March 151 Arust· turned-galleryowner Art Dodge(Banderas)flees
from vengefu l patrons after fad 1ng to se ll hts paintings. The heat
sizzles when he gets caught up m a tern pestuous affa1r with Beuy
(GTiffithJ. a possessive woman wanung to land a husband. Then
he falls lor her arusuc and sensitive sister, Liz (Hannah), who
wants nothmg to do wHh h1m. Dodge solves the problem by invent mga twin brother and struggles to keep both 1denuties.Check
local h~un~ and theatres lor showtlmes.

Music
Belk1n Productions and the Bud Ice Concert Series present
Ben Fold~ Five with spec1al guest The Customers Tuesday,
March 19 at the Odeon for an 8 p.m. show. Ben Folds Five are
tourtng tn support of their recent self-tnled debut. The album's
f~rst inglc, "Underground," IS currently receiving heavy spins on
alrcrnat 1ve rad 1o l1ckets are $61n advance, $7 day of show and are
available at 1he Odeon uckct offtce, all Ticket master locations or
charge hy phone ~t24l -'5'55'5

Theatre
cJeveland Play House presents 1he Signstage Theatre production , Some Things You Nud to Know Before 1he World Ends (A
fi na I Eveni ngwi 1h 1he II lu mI nali),Saturday,March 16through
March 24 at the llrooksl heatre ·1 he comedy, directed by Michael
l<egn1er IS >ettn an unconvenuonal church sanctuary where the
Reverend rddte I~ facmg hi5 mortality. As he delivers his final
sermon, "L.IIe ~~ L1ke a Ba~ketball G~me," the Reverend and his
fauhful hdper, Brother Lawrence, lead the audience through a
~rte~ of v1 1on~ 'f tckets range I rom$~ to $14 and arc available at
the !'lay I louse 'IICkct OIIILC at 79'5· 7000
Com 1nx An rucr wn1 wernompdrd by La n1 A~1dy, c.mi 1tanl
\Ubjccttol hunge

~::nlertu1nmrnt edllor Datnand !tmnare
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Up Close has personal feel
Sam Sublty
Assistant Entertairvnent Editor- -

Romance. lnmgue. Job-huntmg. Atlast,UpCioseandPersonal
Isafilmforallthecollegestudents
outthereonthebrinkofthewide
world of careers. And some might
gam a few potnters along the way.
As the fresh from college and
gung-ho Tally Atwater, Michelle
Pfeiffer goes through the run of
new-job bumblings. First tip: For
the preliminary interview, duct
tape your purses hut. Tally dumps
the entire contents of hers all over
the floor of her soon-to-be boss'
office.
Second tip: Eat a light lunch
before your first on-air spot. Either that or save the paper bag. If
this lesson isn't perfectly clear, see
the movie - you'll figure it out.
Part of the reason Tally's antics are
so laughable is that they hit so close
to home. You might find yourself
nodding your head with a beenthere-done-that grin.
There is a sense of hope
amongst all hergoof-ups,however.
Tally receives only one response
to the 137 demos she mailed, but
this response proves to be the
chance of a lifetime. This chance,
of course, is from Warren Justice
(Robert Redford) He gives her a
foothold in thedog-eat·dog broadcasting business. A tenuous foothold, to be sure, but then everyone
needs to stan somewhere.
WMIA-TVout of Miami is not
what Tally expects in the beginning. Boss and employee are at
odds from the start, with Tally's
determination to succeed pitted

J
Small-town weather girl Tally Atwater (Michelle Pfeiffer) creates
chemistry with mentor and head of WMIA-TV Warren Justice
(Robert Redford) in Up Close and Personal.
against Warren'sego. He has been nucleus of Tally's rise to fame as
around this business for a long an anchorwoman. From an intime, after all, and knows what mate uprising at a Pennsylvania
works. She, on the other hand, prison to probing out fishy activpicks up his dry cleaning, and he ity in Panama, the news is an intedoesn't mind leaving things the gralpartofthestoryline. h isalso
way they are. As Warren gains a the driving force which threatens
somewhat grudging respect for to separate the couple when Tally's
her, a chemistry sparks.
career leads her to greener pasIt is amazing that Pfeiffer and tures in Philadelphia.
Redford never before were paired.
The couple'sshared devotion to
It's a match that hasn't been seen their careers, however, keeps Up
since producer Disney had Prince Close from turning into just anCharming smooch Snow White other sappy romance. The movie
once upon a time. Everything else may score high on the Kleenex
seems to go right for this movie, meter, but to use a phrase from
too. Competing movie executives another of Redford 's projects, a
are probably asking their "mirror, river runs through it. The river is
mirrors· whether anything can the reality which balances the
possibly go wrong for Disney.
whirlwind romance of Tally and
The enrire film has the feel of Warren. ( t6 t6 ~ t6 !6 out of
the news broadcasts whicharethe five)

•
Melissa Tllk
EdltOr·ln·Chlef
For several years, Robert
Cuccioli worked in the financial
world while privately studying
acting and voice on the side. Perhaps that double life is what prepared the native New Yorker for
the dual roles of Dr. Henry Jekyll
and hisevilalterego,Edward Hyde
1n the musical]ehyll & Hyde.
The musical , which premiered
in 1990 in Houston , is based on
Robert Louis Stevenson's classic
Gothic tale of the tug-of·war between good and evil within each
indivtdual -complete with emphatic pop music overtones.
As part of a grueling national
tour, Cuccioli brings both personalities to Cleveland through Sunday, Man:h 17 at the Palace Theatre.
Thought hem usica ld idn'tstart
on Broadway, the production has
done week long stands across the
nation since last August.Andsince
its debut,jekyll & Hyde has garnered International anent 1on, rarucularly for Its musical swre, be -

Gothic

fore it has even brushed New York
City. But, according to Cuccioli,
that's just what comjX>ser Frank
Wildhorn had in mind.
"That was the plan to get the
music out there first because it's
hard to get on Broadway. You need
that mass appeal behind you," said
Cuccioli from Louisville , Ky.
"When you get to New York City,

the critics can be brutal, but it
helps to have a! ready created astir."
For an actor. the versatility of
the Jekyll and Hyde roles is an
appealing point of the physically
strenuousstageshow. lnCuccioli's
eyes, this role has presented challenges even 1hough the actor con lcsses he usually ends up in the
·very p~ychologi<:al roles"
"!'or this role," he continued, "I
talked to thcraptsls and read the
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je hyll & Hyde's Robert Cucci ali

shadow."
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novella. I did a lot of research and
learned about the concept of owning your own shadow."
Vocally, the part presents challenges as well. Cuccioli's strong
baritone, well-sUited for his stint
on Broadway as Javert in Les
Mise rabies, is pushed to the limit
in the strains of pop tunes and
numerous vocal transformations

"/did a lot of research and learned
about the concept of owning your own

'fanning Salon

JIIITu

)/

between Jekyll and Hyde. "Hyde
requires a deeper and more menacing voice, both in speaking and
in song. It's the widest range of
emotion, dramatically and vocally,"Cuccioli said.
The ~ctor is encouraged by the
audience reactions,cspcctally because so many people seem to
knnw the music. "It's sometimes
dillkult because you don't know
whe1 her you'rr playint-: lo 1.000
scats or 4,000scals," he sa i<.l. "I' Ius,
ynu don 't know how close or far
away the audicno: is going to be.
But , people know the music and
react tot he emotion ."
I hc,how, wh1ch boasts8'i per
cent musll' and a roughly three hour running time, ha~ spun ~uch
pop hit~"' •1hh I-; The MtllllCnt."
1"1 he ,ongl i, an ant hem lor me as
it ha~ lx:nllllC lor many oilier,:
( :ul:l"IDilcxplaill<'O .
1 he pop nril'nil'll mu~tral arrange mcnts ha vc raised some eycbrowscnm pared to 1he 1radii innal
Broad way ,ound. llul , ,-rit ics, as
well as Wild horn , believe thai pop
:.<lund '"exactly wha1 will g1vc
th" ,how ib ~tay111g pown and
l'V<'Ill ually land 11 on !\roadway
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Up Close has personal feel
Sam Sublty
Editor
Romance. lnmgue job-h untmg Atlasr,UpCioseandPersonal
1safilm for all the college students
out thereon the bri nk of the wide
world of careers And some might
gain a few pOi nters along the way.
As the fresh from college and
gung-ho Tally Atwater, Michelle
Pfeiffer goes through th e run of
new-jo b bumblings. Fi rst tip: For
the prelim in ary inte rview, duct
tape yourpurseshut. Tall ydumps
the entire contents of hers all over
the floor of her soon-to-be boss'
office.
Second tip: Eat a light lunch
before your first on-air spot. Ei ther that or save the paper bag. If
this lesson isn't perfect! y clear, see
the movie - you'll figure it out.
Part of the reason Tally'santicsare
soIa ughable is that they hit so close
to home. You might find yourself
nodding your head with a beenthere-done-that grin.
There is a sense of hope
amongst all her goof -ups, however.
Tally receives only one response
to the 137 demos she mailed , but
this response proves to be the
chance of a lifetime. This chance,
of course, is from Warren justice
(Robert Redford}. He gives her a
footh old in thedog-eat -dogbroadcast ing busi ness. A tenuous foothold , to be sure, but then everyone
needs to start som ewhere.
WM1A -TV out of Miami is not
what Tally expects in the beginning. Boss and employee are at
odds from the start, with Tally's
determination to succeed pined
Ass1stan t Entertainment

Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Sets and Series: Five
CenturiesofMasrer Prints on view now through May5 These 12
pn ms span the 15th through 19th cemunes, from th e museum's
umquely accla1 med engravmgs by the anonymous "Master of the
E-Senes Tarocch i," depiw ng a med ieval vtew of the cos mic order,
lO Toul ouse Lauu ec's series of sympathetic depictions of the ltve s
of prost itu tes Ad mtsston IS free. Call4 2l-7340 for more informati on

Comedy
The lmprov {tn the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer john Carroll
students a spec1al $1 admtsston to mtdmghtshowseverySaturday.
Students must be !9yearsold or over: however, only one student in
the party needs a Carroll !D. Scheduled to perform this Saturday,
March 16 is Earl David Reed . Reservauons are required .Ca\16964677

Film
Two Mu ch (louchston e Pic tu res), star ring Antonio Banderas,
Mela me Gri ff it h and Da rr yl Hann ah, opens tomorrow (Friday,
Marc h 15J Art tsl·tu rned-ga ller yowner Art Dod ge( Banderas) flees
fro m vengefu l patrons af terfa d ing to sell hIS pa lntings. The heat
si zzles when he ge ts caught up 1n a tempestuous affa1 r with Betty
(G nffuh J. a possesstve woman wanu ng 10 land a husband. Th en
he fall s for her art IStJC and sensitive sister, Liz (Hannah), who
wants nothtng to do with h1m . Dodge solves the problem by inventtnga t wm brother and struggles to keep both tdennues. Check
lex. a I hsun~ and theatres for showumes.

•

Edt I or ·•n-chief

Belkm Producuon~ and the Bud Ice Concert Series present
Ben Fold' Five vllh special guest The Customers Tuesd ay,
Marc h 19 at the Odeon for an 8 pm show Ben Folds Five are
tounng 111 support of their recent self -utled debut. The album's
ftr st mgle, "Underground," is currently receiving heavy spins on
altern anve rad 10. ·r1ckets are $6 in advance, $7 day of show and are
availabl e at the Odeon ticket ofrtce, all Ticket master locations or
charge by ph one at 24 1-'5'5'55

Theatre
Cleveland !'lay House present~ the Stgnstage Theatre production , Some Things You Need roKnowBeforerhc World Ends (A
Fi na I Eveni ngwil h 1he lllu mi nal i).~aturday, March 16through
Mar<.h 24 at the Brooksl heatre.'l he comedy, directed by Michael
Regmer, IS '>l!tln an unconventional church sanc tuary where the
Reverend F.dd1e •~ faung his mortality. A he delivers his final
!>trmon. "Life ~~ L1ke a Basketball Game," the l~everend and his
fanhlul hdper, Brother I awrence , lead the audience through a
sene~ of v1sion ~ 'lllkets range I rom ~<J to $14 and are avai !able at
the I' lay llou e r JC kCt Oil ICC at 7\15-7000
(()rnJ 11,1( All rcu 11om were wmp• /eel by Lam A>\lly, c.mistant
t:nterrwnmcnt ed1t11r Datnantl f1mr1are >Ui>JCCI fli t flange .
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Small-town weather girl Tally Atwater (Michelle Pfeiffer) creates
chemistry with mentor and head of WMIA-TV Warren Justice
(Robert Redford) in Up Close and Personal.
against Warren'sego. He has been nucleus of Tally's rise to fame as
around this business for a long an anchorwoman . From an in time, after all, and knows what mate uprising at a Pennsylvania
works. She, on the other hand. prison to probing out fishy activpicks up his dry cleaning, and he ity in Panama, the news is an inte doesn't mind leaving things the gralpanofthestoryline. ltisalso
way they are. As Warren gains a the driving force which threatens
somewhat grudging respect for toseparatethecouple when Tally's
her, a chemistry sparks.
career leads her to greener pasIt is amazing that Pfeiffer and tures in Philadelphia.
Redford never before were paired .
Thecouple'sshared devotion to
It's a match tha t hasn't been seen their careers, however, keeps Up
since producer Disney had Prince Close from turning into just anCharming smooch Snow White other sappy romance. The movie
once upon a time. F.verythingelse may score high on the Kleenex
seems to go right for this movie, meter, bu t to use a phrase from
too. Competing movie executives another of Redford's projects, a
are probably asking thei r "mirror, river runs through it. The river is
mirrors" wheth er anything can the reality which balances the
possibly go wrong for Disney.
whirlwind romance of Tally and
The entire film has the feel of Warren. ( ~ £6 e6 r6 r6 out of
the news broadcasts which are the rive)

For several yea rs, Robert
Cucciol1 worked in the financial
world while privately studying
acting and voice on the side. Perhaps that double life is what prepared the native New Yorker for
the dual roles of Dr. Henry jekyll
and his evilalterego,Edward Hyde
1n the musicaljehyrl & Hyde.
The musical , which premiered
in 1990 1n Houston, is based on
Robert Louis Stevenson's classic
Gothic tale of the tug-of-war between good and evi l within each
individual- comple te with em phatic pop m us1c overtones.
As part of a grue ling national
w ur,Cuccioli brings both person alities to Cleveland through Sun day, Mar~h 17 at the Palace Theatre.
Though the musicaldidn'tstart
on Broad way, the production has
done week long stands across the
nation sm~e last August. And since
its debut, jekyrl & Hyde has garnered international attcntion,parucularly fo r its musical score, be -

t lC
fore it has even brushed New York
City. But, according to Cuccioli,
that's just what composer Frank
Wildhorn had in mind.
"That was th e plan to get the
music out there first because it's
hard togeton Broadway. You need
that mass appeal behi nd you," said
Cuccioli from Louisville , Ky.
"When you get to New York City,

shadow."
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jekyll & Hyde's Robert Cuccioli

the cr itics can be brutal, but it
helps to havealreadycreated a stir."
For an actor, the versatility of
the jekyll and Hyde roles is an
appealing pom t of the physically
stre nuousstagcshow. ln Cucc ioli's
eyes, this role has presented cha llenges even though the actor con fesses he usually end s up in the
"very psychologica l roles.·
"!'or thts role," he n>ntinucd, "I
tal ked to 1heraptsts and read the

!io~~. 60 1 ~, 7W~
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about the concept of owning your own
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novella. I did a lor of research and
learned about the concept of own' ng your own shadow."
Vocally, the part prcsemschallenges as well. Cuccioli's strong
baritone, well-suited for his stint
on Broadway as Javerr in Le5
Miserab les, is pushed to the limit
in the strains of pop tunes and
numerous vocal transformations

"I did a lot of research and learned

<fanning Salon
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Melissa Tllk

Music

liiG

between jekyll and Hyde. "Hyde
requires a deeper and more men acing voice, hoth in speaking and
in song. It's the widest range ol
emotion, dramatically and vocal ly,"Cuccloli sa id.
The actor is encouraged by the
audicn~e reactions, especia lly because so many people seem to
know 1he music. " It '~ S<"merimcs
dill icult because yl>U don'r know
wherhcr you're playing to 1,000
sc;llsor 4,000scats," he said. "PI u~.
y<>U don't knnw how close or lar
away 1he audience b going to he.
Hut , people know the musk and
rcal't 1n 1he emotion."
-I he ,how, which ouastsB5 pcrc..en t Jnuslc and a rough ly threehour running time, has spun such
pop hit~ a~ · 1h1s Is The Mumrnl ·
1"1 he ,..m)!,ltsan anthem lor me as
11 ha~ 1-x:romc lor many other",'
Cucl'ioli explained
·1 he J'll>p tlfit·ntcd musical arran)!,clllt:llb have ra1srd somrcycbrowsc<>mparcd 101 he t radilltlllal
I! roadway "''und. 1\ut , n11 ks. as
wdlas Wtldhorn, believe that pop
,..>unJ IS ,.x,tctly what will givL·
i111~ show tb ~tay1ng J'l<>Wt:r and
evrntually land 11 <>11 Broadway
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Men's tennis starts season with three losses

Softball trip nets two wins

Brian Murphy

Blue Streaks take two at Methodist College Tournament

The Blue Streaks were blanked
by Lynn University (Florida), 9·0.
But they came back strong, losing
to Miami DadejuniorCollege, 6·3.

the Ohio Athletic Conference!,"
Coach Greg Debeljak said "My
For most college students,
point to the team was 'Don't get
spring break tsa ume for fun in the
down.' Those were the best three
sun TheJohnCarroll
teams on our schedUniverasny men's
ule. We were nor extennis team traveled
"We just don't see that kind of pected to win, but we
to the Flondasunover
competed and that
sprmg break, but level of play in the OAC."
should bring our con·
while in Flonda, the
fidence level up."
team had to combine
"The quality of
Andrew Perry
some business with
players was tremenpleasure.
dous," junior Andrew
The Blue Srrea ks rook on rh ree Followingthatdefeat was another Perry said. "Learning experience
teams which are nationally 6-3 loss, thts ume to MtamJ Dade is all you can gain from it. We just
ranked m their respective divi· North junior College.
don't see that kind of level of play
sions.
"We won't play better teams[in 1n the OAC or even Division IlL"
Staff Reporter

-
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Winners for john Carroll
against Miami Dade were juntor
Pat Alie, freshman Bryan Moeller,
and sophomore Ed Schmidt.
Against Miami Dade Nonh, all of
the Blue Streak wins came in
doubles matches.
Coach Debeljak pointed out
that Moeller played well in both
his singles and doubles matches.
He also said that Aile's win was
encouraging because he had not
played in two years. Finally, he
praised sophomore Mark Gentile
for both his singles and doubles
play.
The team has had to cope with

the loss of its best player, Justin
Rosenthal, who transferred during the middle of the semester to
Penn State.
"He was the best player in the
OAC last year," Debeljak said. "He
went undefeated and no one came
dose to beating him.·
"That losswillgreatlyaffect the
team," Perry said. "It ts a tremendous loss. We're not as deep as we
were going to be. Everyone will
have to step up the level of play."
The team resumes its season at
Ohio Wesleyan on Wednesday,
March 20,and then travels to Capital on Saturday, March 23.

~-----------------------------------------------------------

Baseball goes 3-4 on Florida trip
Pitching prospects brighten, O'Rourke throws 1-hit shutout
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter

ThejohnCarrollUniversity
baseball team went to Flonda
last week lookmg to solidify
their starting rotation as they
head into the non-conference
part of their schedule.
The Streaks finished 3·4
playing NCAA Division II. Ill,
and NAtA reamsinFlondaand
Georgia.
While Coach Brian Brewer
said the rotation JS not set, a
number of young pitchers
threw well in what he hopes
will prepare the Streaks for
Ohio Athletic Conference play.
"We had some of our young
people throw better than ex·
pee ted," ftrst year coach Brewer
u.icl"Jobn o:aowkc aDdltAarc.
., hibeault threw verywell,and
Mike LaFontaine really
stepped it up."
Brewer said that O'Rourke
will be the ace of the staff and
Thibeault will be the number
twopncher
"We went down there with
the goal of establishing a staningrotation. We did not exactly
fulfill 1hat, but thereareenough

guys we feel comfortable with as
our number three and number
four starters that can give us five
innings each time out."
Sophomores Tom Todaro and
Michael Babinec and freshmen
Ben Myers and Mike LaFontaine
willcompeteforthefinaltwospots
in the rotation.
According to Todaro, the com·
petition among the pitchers for the
final two spots iscausingthefreshmen to raise their level of playa nd
really push the upperclassmen.
Brewer said that because the
Streaks were so anxious, they
played a little tight at the begin·
mng of the week.
"By the end of the week," said
Brewer, "wewerereall y relaxed, we
settled down and played some
- a.......A '

'

.,

"' The Streaks hit .282 for the
week, right about where Brewer
expected the team to be at this
point in the season. Senior Brian
Mocny led the team, batting -400
and collecting 10 hits and four
RBI's Freshman jim Widekis bat·
ted .308 and led the team in slugging percentage ac a 538 clip.
Because of the week's work,
Brewer said that the he was not

worried about the bad Ohio
weather forcing the Streaks to
play £ive or six games a week
and the toll it might take on his
pitching staff.
"In this past week we played
more games than we will at any
point during the season,"
Brewer said_ "We feel really
com[orrableaboutourstaff and
the guys coming our of the
bullpen."
'We should be competitive;
said Todaro. 'Everything looks
well but our pitching will determine the success of the
team.'
O'Rourke picked up two of
the Streaks three wins on the
trip. He beat Savannah State
(Georgia) 4-0 in the nightcap
...t:

'
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Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

The phrase "dream season" is
often an overused cliche in sports,
but it also sums up perfectly the
I995·96 ]Qb.n Carroll University
_.mcn'Sb'asketball season .
It ended a week and a ha If ago

Sports Analysis

Gulness on

Tap Special

also lloz.
BOTTLES
$l.SO

Track teams set records at OACs
Shannon Sullivan
ume we needed to.'
Staff Reporter
Consleralsocaptured the triple
AsjohnCarroll Universnydis- jump title for the second straight
mtsscd for spring break the track year jumping 36·7 and placed sec·
teams were gearmg up for theOh 10 ond in the longjump(l7-9 3/4).
Athletic onference Indoor Track
Jackson was setting records of
and FtcldChampionshirsat Ohio her own m the 300·meter dash
Northern Umversity. Since the (41 02) and the 400-meter dash
starr of the semester, the track (5879). Both times were school
teams h.".: been competing in· records, and the 400·meter dash
door and J waiting the outdoor sea· time qualified her for Nationals.
Along with the records being
son jCUtsoneof theonlyschools
without a sufficient indoor track set, junior Heidi Krebs placed sixth
[actlity, vhich ha made traming in the 500· meter dash (1:28.30)
for meets dtfficult However, the and freshman jenny Miller car·
men tied forftfth, and the women ried the fie ld events with a second
ended up fourth overall.
place in the high jump ( 5· 3 3/4).
"Considering the adversity,
The men were led by sopho·
Carroll came through m the m· more Matt Lemteux who took
door season," said senior lan third m the pole vault,set a school
record,and quahfied for nationals
Johnstone
For Carroll theOACs were [ ull wn h a vault of 4 59 meters_ Along
of eXCitement rarttng wtth the with him, the 4x200relay team of
women·s 4x400 relay team con·
ntors Mike Olsen, Lyle Biggs and
ststmg of ~phomore Lori liam
Ian Johnstone, and sophomore
mer, JUnior Jtll' Muldoon, semor Don Spenthoff also set a school
Thea Consler, and junior Minette record netting a fourth place show·
Jackson crushing the opposition in g. Olsen also set a school record
and the school record by almost htmself placingsecond in the 300ten seconds with a time of 4.07.96. meter dash ( 35. 81) and took sec·
'We felt strong and proved that ond in the 400-meter dash ( 50.
we do have what It takes to wm: 54) Junior Bob Yoe just missed
satd Con•der 'The 400 race is the A11·0AChonors by placing fourth
ba<.:kbone to any good team, and m the fin a Is of the 55-meter
we have proved ourselves at the hurdles ( 8 22).

Shortly after OACs, qua!if ying
membersConsler,jackson, Miller
and Lemieux headed for Nationals in Northampton, Massachusetts last weekend.
By placing fourth in the long
jump competition Consler finished her indoor season with major milestones. With an effort of
17·3 1/2, Consler became the first
female in track and field at John
Carroll tow in All-American hon·
ors two years in a row.
"It wasanawesomefeelingconquering the competition," said
Consler. 'The hard work and dedication has paid off for the indoor
season, now it is time to focus on
the outdoor one.'
Jackson finished 8th in the
400·meterdash, Miller placed 11th
m the high jump and Lemieux
placed 13th in the pole vault.
With the indoor season com·
pleted, the track season is just half
over.
"We are excited for the outdoor
season, because we have one of the
greatest facilities to run on and
the team seems to come alive: said
Johnstone. 'It is like we can now
stretch our legs.'
JCU begins its outdoor season
this weekend in Vtrgima at the
Washington and Lee Invitational.

"I think we have a lot of talent
this year," Koss said. "And what
Braving unseasonably cold we lack in talent, we more than
weather, the john Carroll Univer- make up for in heart. We are a
sity softball team·concluded its young team, and it is just a matter
soUihern lTip with two wins in its of time before everything comes
three games at the Methodist Col· together."
lege Tournament in Fayetteville,
Friday's victory over Averett
North Carolina.
saw sophomore Kristen Brigee as
The Blue Streaks began tour · JCU's most valuable pitcher. In six
nament act ion by defeating innings of work, Brigee won her
Averett (N. Carolina) 7·2 on Fri· first game of the year by allowing
day, falling to host Methodist 7·6 just tworuns(oneearned)on three
on Saturday morning,then fin ish· hits, striking out six and walking
ingwith a l0·5come-f rom-behind none. juniors janine Radice and
win over Muhlenberg CN. Caro- Amy Rak each drove in two runs
lina) Saturday afternoon.
to lead the Blue Streaks' offense.
junior pttcher/outfielder An·
"1 was happy that we really
gel Koss wasJCU's top gun in the started to come together toward
win over Muhlenberg. After a the end of the trip," Brigee said.
rocky first inning in which she "We do not have any seniorsonrhe
gave up five runs, Koss settled in team , so we need to be concerned
to strike out seven over the next with team leadership and coming
th ree innings to pick up her first together as a group in order to be
collegiate pitching victory. Koss. successful this year."
who led the team with a .400 batTwooutof threeatthe Methodting average during the trip, also ist Tournament was nm bad at all
came through offensively, going for the Streaks who began the
l-2 at the plate with a walk. triple southern trip by dropping a
double·header at Virginia
and three runs scored.

Happy

Wesleyan. A two--game set with
Chowan (Virgin ia)was rained out
Wednesdayafternoon,soJCUonly
played five out of seven scheduled
contests.
"Weweredisappointed that the
weather did notcooperate[during
the trip)," said junior second
baseman LeAnne A ntronica. "We
had a lot of first·game jitters
against Virginia Wesleyan, and we
did not play as well as we could
have. We came together during
the Methodist Tournament
though, so I was happy about the
trip overall."
Looking ahead, Antronica fore·
sees a competitive year in Ohio
Athletic Conference play.
"Our toughestcompetition this
year will be Marietta and Baldwin·
Wallace," Antronicasaid. "We lost
a lot of close games last year and I
am not sure what the rest of the
conference thinks, but 1know we
can compere with the rest of the
OAC."
The Blue Streaks next meet
Notre Dame in a twin· bill at 3:30
pm on Monday, March 18.

Junior Angel Koss, who pitches for the JCU softball team,
loosens up her arm along the sidelines last season.

Hope College ends men·s basketball·s dream season

:.

only one hit whilestrikingout
13. That came after an equally
impressive performance by
Thibeault, who allowed only
two hits and four walks while
strikingoutthreeinan 8-1 Blue
Streak victory.
The Streaks next opponent
brings the Pioneers of Malone
to Schweikter field on Saturday at 1:00pm.

Steven R. Colaianni

Siaff Reporter
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ichigan as Hope
knocked the Blue Streaks out of
the NCAA Division Ill Tournament 80·61. However, the loss
doesn't look so bad considering
Hope has advanced to the Divi·
sion Ill Final Four.
Besides, losing to Hope was sec·
undary to theachievementsof this
year's team that will perhaps go
down as the best inJCU history.
Picked to finish fourth in the
OAC, john Carroll not only won
the conference with a 14· 4 record ,
but won 19 games overall, second
most in school history. The 86·72

first round victory over Wooster
intheNCAATournamentwasthe
first tournament triumph inJCU
basketbal1 history. How did it hap·
pen? There were several factors.
jJ. Richardson and joey Bigler:
Head Coach Mike Moran said be·
fore the season that Richardson
h

ten

o, 1

ad the c

·

ference in scoring. He came close,
finishing second with a 19.5 ppg
average. He shot 45% from the
three point arc, including a 6·B
from long range inJCU's85-80title
clinching victory over Ohio
Nort hern in the regular season's
final game.
lf there's a comeback player of
the year award, it should go to
Bigler Last season, Bigler almost
fell out of the team's rotation,
shooting just 28% on three pointers. Not this year. From the season's
outset, Bigler was unconscious and
ended up leading the nation in
three point percentage at 52%.
How important ·were Bigler and

Richardson? In the first round victory over Wooster, they combined
for 36 points. In the Hope loss,
they combined for 15.
Rock solid and steady Jeffrey
Sesplankis: Without flash orfanfare, the senior center has com·
pleted one of bes t careers in jCU
hls r ,

lh

ankb

averaged16.5ppg(8thinOAC)and
9.2 rebounds (5th in OAC). For his
career, Sesplankis ranks among
the school's all·time leaders in
points scored, rebounds, and
games played. He even had ad unk
against Hiram, aJCU career first.
Finding an effective replacement
for Sesplankis next season will go
a long way in determining the
team's success.
The bench bunch: Last year
during a disappointing 10-8 season,agood deal of backbiting and
whining took place in regards to
playing time. This season, was a
different story, and it showed in
the contributions made by the

@ !!PE.~m!.!t~u.~.
presents

bench. Ryan Tyson,john Samol.
Mark Heidorf,james Hatcher, and
Ryan Eskridge didn't have spec·
tacular individual stats, but each
at some point in the season had a
critical role in a John Carroll victory. Players and coaches dis
cussed players knowtng th eir
r ng 1 1 a •
·rol " · n
cordingly continually during the
season. That can be the difference
between a fourth place team and a
first place one. It was this year.
The wind-up toy point guard:
For the second consecutive year,
point guard David Pfundstein led
the team in minutes played, aver·
aging nearly 38 minutes a game.
Not that it affected hi s play.
Pfundstein led the OAC in steals,
ranked second in assists, and
placed third in free throw percent·
age. OACcoachesstilldidn't name
him to the OAC first, second, or
third all-conference teams, but
make no mistake, Pfundstein was
the league's best point guard. He

also threw in 46%of hist hree point
attempts for the season.goingon a
tear in the playoffs by hitnng
llofl3 threes in three postseason
games.
Realistically, ti11S team will
again compete for the OAC ntle
nextsea on,asfourofftvestaners
·tun a 1d a J

<.jU "

:.t

withquality players will fight for
a limtted number of roster spots.
When Moran rook over the
dormantJCU program four years
ago, his goal was not only ro win,
but to build a true 'program' that
would com pete at a high level ev·
ery year. This season's historical
trip into the NCAA's was no mirage. They'll be back.
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Men's tennis starts season with three losses
Brian Mu h
The Blue Streaks were blanked the Ohio Athletic Conference],"
Staff Reporter
by Lynn University (Florida ), 9-0. Coach Greg Debeljak said. "My
For most college students, But they came back strong, losing point to the tea m was 'Don't get
spring break is a omeforfun m the lO Miami DadejuniorCollege,6-3. down.' Those were the best three
sun. TheJohnCarroll
teams on our schedUniveraslly men 's
ule. We were not extenms team traveled "We just don't see that kind of
pected to win, but we
to 1he Florida sun over
competed and that
spring break, but level of play in the OAC."
should bnngourconwhile m Flonda, the
fidence level up."
team had tocombme
"The quality of
Andrew Perry
some business wah
players was tremenpleasure.
dous,"junior Andrew
The Blue Streaks took on 1hree Followingthatdefeat was another Perry said. "Learning experience
reams which are nationally 6-3loss, th1s orne to M1ami Dade is all you can gain from it. We just
ranked 111 their respective d•v•- North junior College.
don't see that kind of level of play
sions.
"We won't play better teams lin 1n the OAC or even Division Ill."

Winners for John Carroll
against Mtami Dade were junior
Pat Alie, freshman Bryan Moeller,
and sophomore Ed Schmidt
Against Miami Dade North, all of
the Blue Streak wins came in
doubles matches.
Coach Debeljak pointed out
that Moeller played well in both
his smgles and doubles matches.
He also sa1d that Alie's win was
encouraging because he had not
played in two years. Finally, he
praised sophomore Mark Gentile
for both his singles and doubles
play.
The team has had to cope with

the loss of its best player, Justin
Rosenthal, who transfer red d uring the middle of the semester to
Penn State.
"He was the best player in the
OAC last year," Debeljak said. "He
went undefeated and no one came
close to beating him."
"That losswillgreatlyaffect the
team," Perry said. "It is a tremen dous loss. We're not as deep as we
were going to be. Everyone will
have to step up the level of play."
The team resumes its season at
Ohio Wesleyan on Wednesday,
March20,and then travels to Capital on Saturday, March 23.

Baseball goes 3-4 on Florida trip
Pitching prospects brighten, O'Rourke throws 1-hit shutout
Kevin Bachman
guys we feel comfortable with as worried about the bad Ohio
Staff Reporter
our number three and number weather forcing the Streaks to
The John Carroll University four starrers that can give us five play five or six games a week
baseball team went to Florida inningseach timeout."
andthetollitmighttakeonhis
Sophomores Tom Todaro and pitching staff.
last week looking to solidify
"In this past week we played
their starung rotation as they Michael Babinec and freshmen
head into the non-conference Ben Myers and Mike LaFontaine moregamesthanwewillatany
pan of their schedule.
willcompeteforthefinaltwospots point during the season,"
Brewer said. "We feel really
The Streaks finished 3-4 in the rotation.
playing NCAA DivisiOn 11, Ill,
According ro Todaro, the com- comfortable about our staff and
andNAlAteamsmfloridaand petitionamongthepitchersforthe the guys coming out of the
Georgia
finaltwospotsiscausingthefresh- bullpen."
While Coach Brian Brewer men to raise their level of play and
"We should be competitive,'
sa1d the rotation is not set, a really push the upperclassmen.
said Todaro. 'Everything looks
number of young pitchers
Brewer said that because the well,butourpitchingwilldethrew well in what he hopes Streaks were so anxious, they termine the success of the
will prepare the Streaks for played a little tight at the begin- team.'
O'Rourke picked up two of
Ohio Ath leticConference play. ning of the week
"We had some of our young
"By the end of the week." said the Streaks three wins on the
people throw bener than ex· Brewer,"wewerereallyrelaxed,we trip. He beat Savannah State
pected,"f1rst year coach Brewer settled down and played some (Georgia) 4-0 in the nightcap
uid. "JobnQ'Rawkcaud.~ · -sciOd.l_....U,!I--....:....;....--.....a~~-WIIIIIIIMilliol*a.ai.A.. .~
1 h1beaultthrcw verywell,and
The Streaks hit .282 for the only one hit while striking out
Mike LaFontaine really week, right about where Brewer l3. Thatcameafteranequally
expected the ream to be at this impressive performance by
stepped it up."
Brewer said that O'Rourke point in the season. Senior Brian Thibeault, who allowed only
will be the ace of the staff and Mocny led the team, batting .400 two hits and four walks while
Thibeault will be the number and collecting 10 hits and four strikingoutlhreeinan8-1Blue
two pitcher.
RBI's. Freshman jim Widekis bat· Streak victory.
"We went down there with ted .308 and led the team in slugThe Streaks next opponent
the goal of establishing a stan- ging percentage at a .538 clip.
brings the Pioneers of Malone
ingrotation.Wed1d not exactly
Because of the week's work, to Schweikter field on Saturfulfillthat,buttherearecnough Brewer said that the he was not day at 1:00pm.
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Track teams set records at OACs
Shannon Sullivan
time we needed to."
Staff Reporter
Consleralsocaptured the triple
A John Carroll Universitydis- jump title for the second straight
m•ssed for spring break the track year jumping 36-7 and placed secteams were gearing up for theOh io ond in the long jump 07-9 3/4).
jackson was setting records of
Athletic Conference Indoor Track
and FJeldChamp10nsh1psat Ohio her own in the 300-meter dash
Northern Umversity S1nce the (4l.02) and the 400-meter dash
start of the semester, the track (5879). Both times were school
records, and the 400-meter dash
teams h."~ been competing m
door and awaJung the outdoor sea- 1irne qualified her for Nationals.
Along with the records being
son jCU1soneofrheonlyschools
wnhout a ,ufficJent indoor track set.Junior Heidi Krebs placed sixth
facility, which has made training 111 the 500 meter dash (1:28.30)
for meets d1ff•cult However, the and freshman jenny Miller carmen ued for fifth, and the women ned the fteld events w1th a second
ended up fourth overall.
place in the high jump (5-3 3/4 ).
"Cons1dering rhe adversity,
The men were led by sophoCarroll came through m the in
more Matt Lern•eux who took
door season," sa1d semor Ian thtrd in the pole vault,set a school
Johnstone.
record, and qualified for nationals
ForCarrolltheOA 'swerefull with a vault of 4.59meters. Along
of excitement startmg with the with him, the 4x200relayteamof
women's 4x400 relay team con- seniorsMikeOlsen. Lyle Btggs and
sisung of sophomore Lori Ham
Ian Johnstone, and sophomore
mer, JUnior j lll ' Muldoon, senior Don Spenthoff also set a school
Thea Con lcr, and jumor Minette record netting a fourth place showjackson crushtng the opposmon mg Olsenalsosetaschoolrecord
and the school record by almost himself placmgsecond in the 300ten seconds with a time of 4 07.96 meter dash ( 35. 81) and took sec"We felt strong and proved that ond in the 400-meter dash ( 50.
we do have what it takes to win,' 54) Junior Bob Yoe just missed
sa1d Con~ler. "The 400 race IS the All·OAC honors by plac1 ngfourth
baLk bone to any good team, and m the finals of the 55-meter
we have proved ourselves at the hurdles ( 8 22).

Shortly after OACs, qualifying
membersConsler,jackson, Miller
and Lemieux headed for Nationals in Northampton, Massachusetts last weekend.
By placing fourth in the long
jump competition Cansler finished her indoor season with major milestones. With an effort of
17-3 l/2, Cansler became the first
female in track and field at john
Carroll to win All-American honors two years in a row
'It wasanawesomefeelingconquering the competition,' said
Cansler. 'The hard work and dedication has paid off for the indoor
season, now it is time to focus on
the outdoor one."
Jackson finished 8th in the
400-meterdash,Millerplaced 11th
m the high jump and Lemieux
placed 13th in the pole vault.
With the indoor season completed, the track season is just half
over.
'We are excited for the outdoor
season, because we have one of the
greatest facilities to run on and
the team seems to come a live,' said
Johnstone. 'It 1s like we can now
stretch our legs.'
jCU begins its outdoor season
this weekend in Virginia at the
Washington and Lee Invitational.

Softball trip nets two wins
Blue Streaks take two at Methodist College Tournament
Steven R. Colaianni
Siaff Reporter
Braving unseasonably cold
weather, the John Carroll University softball team·concluded its
southern trip with two wins in its
three games at the Methodist College Tournament in Fayetteville,
North Carolina.
The Blue Streaks began tournament action by defeating
Averett (N. Carolina) 7-2 on Friday, falling co host Methodist 7-6
on Saturday morning, then finishingwi th a 10-Scome-from-behind
win over Muhlenberg (N. Carolina) Saturday afternoon.
junior pitcher/outfielder Angel Koss wasJCU's top gun in the
win over Muhlenberg. After a
rocky first inning in which she
gave up five runs, Koss settled in
to strike out seven over the next
three innings to pick up her first
collegiate pitching victory. Koss,
who led the team with a .400 batting average during the trip, also
came through offensively, going
I · 2 at the plate with a walk, triple
and th ree runs scored.

"I think we have a lot of talent Wesleyan . A two-game set with
this year," Koss said. "And what Chowan(Virginia)was rained out
we lack in talent, we more than Wednesdayafternoon,soJCUonly
make up for in heart. We are a played five out of seven scheduled
young team, and it is just a matter contests.
"Wewered•sa ppointed that the
of time before everything comes
together."
weather did notcooperatelduring
Friday's victory over Averett the trip]," said junior second
saw sophomore Kristen Brigee as baseman LeAnne Antronica. "We
jCU's most valuable pitcher. In six had a lot of first-game jitters
innings of work, Brigee won her against Virginia Wesleyan, and we
first game of the year by allowing did not play as well as we could
just tworuns(one earned)on three have. We came together during
hits, striking out six and walking the Methodist Tournament
none. Juniors janine Radice and though, so I was happy about the
Amy Rak each drove in two runs trip overall."
Looki ngahead, Antronica foreto lead the Blue Streaks' offense.
"l was happy that we really sees a competitive year in Ohio
started to come together toward Athletic Conference play.
"Our toughest competition this
the end of the trip," Brigee said.
"We do not have any seniors on the year will be Marietta and Baldwinteam, so we need to be concerned Wallace," Antronicasaid. "We lost
with team leadership and coming a lot of close games last year and l
together as a group in order to be am not sure what the rest of the
conference thinks, but I know we
successful this year."
Two out of three at the Method- can compete with the rest of the
ist Tournament was not bad at all OAC
The Blue Streaks next meet
for the Streaks who began the
southern trip by dropping a Notre Dame in a twin-bill at 3:30
double-header at Virginia pm on Monday, March 18.
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Junior Angel Koss, wtlo pitches for the JCU softball team,
loosens up her arm along the sidelines last season.

Hope College ends men's basketball's dream season
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
The phrase "dream season" is
often an overused cliche in sports,
bm it also sums up perfectly the
1995-96_1Wm Carroll University
_mcn·S'basketball season.
It ended a week and a half ago

first round victory over Wooster
in the NCAA Tournamemwasthe
first tournament triumph inJCU
basketball history. How did it happen? There were several factors.
jJ. Richardson and Joey Bigler:
Head Coach Mike Moran said before the season that Richardson
ha th
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in
ichigan as Hope
knocked the Blue Streaks out of
the NCAA Division III Tournament 80-61. However, the loss
doesn't look so bad considering
Hope has advanced to the Division Ill Final Four.
Besides,losi ng to Hope wassecundary totheachievementsof this
year's team that will perhaps go
down as the best injCU history.
Picked to finish fourth in the
OAC,john Carroll not only won
the conference with a 14-4 record ,
but won 19 games overall, second
most in school history. The 86-72

ten ·al o 1 d

t
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ference in scoring. He came close,
finishing second with a 19.5 ppg
average. He shot 45% from the
three point arc, including a 6-8
from longrangeinjCU's85-80title
clinching victory over Ohio
Northern in the regular season's
final game.
If there's a comeback player of
the year award, it should go to
Bigler. Last season, Bigler almost
fell out of the team's rotation,
shooting just 28% on three pointers. Not this year. From the season's
outset,Bigler was unconscious and
ended up leading the nation in
three point percentage at 52%.
How important ·were Bigler and

Richardson? In the firstrou nd victory over Wooster, they combined
for 36 points. In the Hope loss,
they combined for 15.
Rock solid and steady Jeffrey
Stsplankis: Without flash or fanfare, the senior center has completed one of best careers in jCU
i

r.

rh

n

15

averagedl6.5ppg(8thin0AC)and
9.2 rebounds (5th in OAC). For his
career, Sesplankis ranks among
the school's all-time leaders in
points scored, rebounds, and
games played. He even had ad unk
against Hiram, ajCU ca reer first.
Finding an effective replacement
for Sesplankis next season will go
a long way in determining the
team's success.
The bench bunch: Last year
during a disappointing 10-8 season,a good deal of backbiting and
whining took place in regards to
playing time. This season, was a
different story, and it showed in
the contributions made by the

@)~E.~~.! .!~t~!!:.

bench. Ryan Tyson, john Samol.
Mark Heidorf,james Hatcher, and
Ryan Eskridge didn't have spec·
tacular individual stats, but each
at some point in the season had a
critical role in a john Carroll victory. Players and coaches di scussed playe rs knowinl!, th eir
· ro " · n
lorn mg th m according I y continually during the
season. That can be the difference
between a fourth place team and a
first place one. It was th1s year.
The wind-up toy point guard:
For the second consecutive year,
point guard David Pfund stein led
the team in minutes played, averaging nearly 38 minutes a game.
Not that it affected his play.
Pfundstein led the OAC in steals,
ranked second in assists, and
placed third in freethrowpercentage. OACcoachesstill didn't name
him to the OAC first, second, or
third all-conference teams, but
make no mistake, Pfundstein was
the league's best point guard. He

also threw in 46%ofhisthree pomt
attemptsfortheseason,goingon a
tear in the playoffs by hitting
llofl3 threes in three postseason
games.
Realistically, this team will
again compete for the OAC title
next season,as four of five starters
' l rn a J .; J
U' d l
· cd
withquality players will fight f r
a limited number of roster spots.
When Moran wok over the
dormantjCU program four years
ago, his goal was not only to win,
but to build a true 'program' that
would compete at a high level every year. This season's historical
trip into the NCAA's was no mirage. They'll be back.
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Questioning the process of tenure: One Carroll student's point-of-view
Staff Reporter

what month it is?

HIT: All of the concern the Student Union
is showing over the tenure issue. m I s s:
The basketball team's loss in the NCAA
tournament. m I s s: The filthy silverware in
the dining hall, and the filthy containers that
hold the silverware. HIT:Everyone looks so
nice with their Spring Break tans. m I s s:
Everyone is now broke after spending all of
their money somewhere down south. HIT:
The housing deposit deadline being extended to Wednesday, March 20. m I s s:
Unclean dorm bathrooms, even after break
HIT: The Allies' sponsored presentation on
homosexuality and faith. HIT:Only a couple
of weeks until the Cleveland Indians home
opener. m I s s (e d): George Burns. HIT:
Spring is on the way. HIT: Have a great St.
Patrick's Day weekend, everybody!

The answer is none.
The cruel fact is that across the country
But it doesn't matter because 1he teacher
and in thts university, there are instructors
is
tenured.
No matter how many complaints
not
fit
to
teach
dog
obedtence
school,
let
Before Spring Break the controversial
topic of tenure once aga in headlined the alone college students. That's not to say roll in during the semester. and regardless
news on john Carr()ll'scampus. Three john these teachers aren't experLS in their fields. oft he poor student evaluations, nothinggeLS
done, or worse, nothing can be done.
Carroll faculty members were denied ten- They are.
As a sidenote, l quesuon why we even
The problem is that they aren't capable
ure and are currently appealing that deci of transmitting that knowledgeiOstudentS have student evaluanons. I'm not advocatsion.
ing that
The process and criteria for tenure was Being an
t h e s e
expert
in
discussed and debated, but the larger point
evaluawas mtssed . Tenure as it currently exists something
The process and criteria for
tions be
serves on ly as an obstruction toed uca tion doesn't authe sole
tomatiand should be abolished immediately.
tenure was discussed and
crtteria
First off, I must make it clear that I hold cally make
forevalunothing against the three instructors who you an exdebated, but the larger point was aung
in·
in
were up for tenure. In fact,! had two of the pert
structors,
teaching
three in class and found them more than
missed. Tenure as it currently
but when
capable teachers. The problem is the insti- that sub30 stutution called tenure and its ramifications. ject.
exists serves only as an
de n t s
Vl/e've
When a professor gains tenure, he/she
have the
is essentially guaranteed that job for life. [t all had one
obstruction to education and
s a m e
is nearly impossible 10 fire tenured profes- of them.
c o m No matsors. No matter how bad or incompetent a
should
be
abolished
immediately.
plaint, it
ter
how
teacher is, his/her job security is assured.
shou ldn't
much you
There is no incentive 10 improve.
go unad Ask yourself this question: How many study or
people are guaranteed a job, no matter how ask for help, test scores continue to decline dressed, especially when that same comor stay low. And its not just you. The entire plaint is registered by students year after
bad they are at it?
class seems caught in a quagmire of confu- year.
The answer is very few.
These "lecture and leave 'em" professors
If you're a cook and patrons 10 the res- sion. 1had a class where threefourthsof the
have
grown lazy. There's no incentive for
class
failed
every
test
Scores
came
up
only
taurant complain, you don't last long. If
you're in an assembly line and make bad because of the forty or fifty point curve them to improve as teachers and they don't
If you complain, you're told "there's nothmg
parts, you'll eventually be fired. In most that was implemented.
But how much learning is really going we can do." Translation: the professor is
professions, your job security usually rests
on
when the majority of the class misses tenured and in essence, is untouchable.
on your own performance and ability; exThe ultimate question is how the stuha If 1he questions?
cept education.
Erik Boland

Do you know

HITS & misses
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Increased security equals decreased perfonnance?

•Views/ Editorial

For many of us, the last time we may have thought
about women's rights and the women's suffrage movement may be somewhere around the fifth or sixth
grade, when we studied people like Susan B. Anthony
in elementary school social studies.
And while many of us may logically acknowledge
that women are a minority by society's standards just
as much as are blacks, hispanics, etc., many of us do
not think of women when we hear the word "minority.n
In this, the 90's, the age of p<?litical correctness,
many people are reluctant to talk about women's
rights, and the fact that women are still far from being
treated as equals to men. People fear what they deem
"radical feminism," and therefore prefer to sweep this
issue under the rug.
The truth of tne matter is that the majority of the
women in America do not fit what many define as
being a "radical feminist," and are simply working (or
stay at home) women trying to improve their treatment in society.
Aside from the sexual discrimination that occurs
on a personal, private level everyday, a major area of
gender inequafity is the workplace. Whether anyone
wants tO admit it, many people are either ignorant, or
simply choose to ignore fhe fact that women are
discriminated upon in the workplace.
Unfortunately, many women in the workplace are
stuck under what many refer to as the "glass ceiling."
The glass ceiling is a term used to define women or
minorities who are denied opportunity on upperlevels
of executive management. And, even though no one
likes to talk about it, most people cannot deny that
rhcre are count ess exam pies in the bus mess wor
where top executive women do not make nearly the
same amount of money as men with equivalent or
even lower positions.
Discrimination in the business world is obvious
when it comes down to plain old-fashioned statistics.
According to The Glass Ceiling Commission (established in 1991 by the U.S. Department of Labor), the
total number of senior executives that are women in
corporate America is approximately 21,000, although
58.4 million women make up 45 percent of the American workforce.
So, now we can no longer pretend to be ignorant of
this information. This month is, appropriately,
Women's History Month.
Bur, today, when there is an awareness month for
everything, we must especially remember to be aware
of these groups of people not only during their designated month, but every month.
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So, what exactly does the church say?
l have been asked by the Carroll News to provide
some informat ion on the Catholic Church's teachings on homosexuality. I would like to begin with a
statement by Archbishop Rembert Weakland (who
received an honorary degree from john Carroll in
1992). In the beginning of his personal letter titled
"Who ls Our Neighbor?" Weakland writes "J do not
have all the answers in this highlycomplex issue, but

suffer from prejudice against their basic human
rights. They have a right to respect, friendship and
justice. They should have an active role in the Christian community" (1976). The bishops asked "Christians of good willtoconf rom their own fears about
homosexuality and to curb the humoranddiscrimination that offends homosexual persons" (1990).
ArchbishopDanielPilarczyko[ Cincinnati writes

it seems to me that we · - - - : : - - ; ; : : : : : : : : - about homosexuality in Twelve
should begin by approachTough Issues -What the Church
ing it with a sense of calm
Rev.
Teaches and Why. He states that
andprayerfulsearching,reRichard
"while homosexual activity is
membering the compasp S I I
wrongbecauseitmisusesthesexual
sion jesus had for people
• am '
facultyandisasintotheextentthat
whowerestrugglingtofind
S.J.
it is done knowingly and freely,hothe Kingdom. He saw
V.P.oiStudent
mosexual orientation entails no
Affairs
through the labels...and recGuest
more sin thanshortnessortallness."
Commentary
He goes on to note that it is unjust to
ognized beneath these
name tags persons worth - - - - - - - - - - - - - - assume that all gays and lesbians
are sexually active and to do so "is
caring about, simply be:m
s
e
m
counts: first, because people
'
'
enly Father" (1980).
cannot beguiltyof somethingfor which they are not
Homosexuality can be a highly complex and responsible (the orientation); second, because indissometimes emotional issue. In order to assist our criminate sexual behavior is not characteristic of all
understandinganddiscussionofhomosexualityand homosexual persons"
JCU is a Catholic and a jesuit university. As a
issues surrounding gay, lesbian and bisexual students, I believe that it is important that we look at jesuit university our mission statement includes the
what the Catholic Church teaches and that we con- lgnatian valueof"cura personalis"-thecareforthe
sider the insights our lgnatian and Jesuit tradition individual person. The Ignatian vision affirms the
goodness, worth and dignity of every person created
provide.
The Catholic Church teaches in the new Catechism in God's image. It recognizes that each person is
of the Catholic Church that homosexual acts are im- known, loved and called by God to use their unique
moral. In t hatsame Catechism the Church also teaches talents to help create a more just and loving society.
I believe thatjohn Carroll University,committed
that homosexual persons should be accepted with
respect , compassion and sensitivity. The National to the moral teachings of the Church and guided by
Conference of Catholic Bishops has stated that our)esuitand lgnatian values,cancontinue to create
homogenital activity "objectively speaking, is mor- a campus where all our students are able to realize
ally wrong, and subjectively, one may be guilty of their full academic and personal potential in a
serious sin" (1991). The U.S. bishops have also stated community where people respect and love one anthat gays and lesbians"likeeveryoneelse,should not other.

Commendations, criticism, and cash
student population, it's frustrating and annoying to
Really random thoughts ...
Allies: What a sad commentary on this society, sit through an hour or more of inside JOkes. A cheap
and this campus in particular, that members of an shot this isn't A pointed suggestion to the elected
organization have to be cautious a bout having their student government it is. I don't need to implicate
name associated with a group because that associa- individuals because they know who they are. It's
great that the student officials are
tion could put them at a disfriends- l don't need a demonadvantage, whether it's criti- - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
strationof that camaraderie when
cism from a peer or more serithere's business at hand.
ous threaLS. It's not a matter
Bottom line, if you want to proMelissa
of pride and dedication to a
mote
student involvement and
cause because laminnoposiTllk
interest, make sure there's sometion request ion the pride and
Edltor·i<H:t.lef
thing at the meeting for students
dedication and compassion
to make them feel involved.
that has been shown bymemSure, write a letter to the editor,
commentary
bersof Allies.lnfact,lmaybe
as
I'm
sure I'll see at least one by 1he
so bold as to commend and
-----------------------end
of
the day, and I'll print it.
congratulate the people that
However,don'tlet it end there. lf studenLSsense their
have made a success of this committee.
Short and simple, it's about people, sexual orien- leadership is self-absorbed, what kind of message
does that send?
tation aside.
It doesn't make me want to be involved.
Who are the ones that challenge the group's existGraduation l, along with some generous help
ence and purpose? The ignorant.
Student Union meetings: Yeah, every Tuesday, from my parents, paidseveral)eepCherokees'worth
5:15p.m. in the Jardine Room. Playing music before wauendthisesteemed institution. So, why is it that
the meetings is cute and all, but I can listen to the ] owe $100 more so I can get the embossed piece of
radio in my room. Let's get down to business, if there paper that says l passed enough classes to leave?
Other than that, everything's fine.
is any? For a weekly meeting that is open to the

dent benefits from tenure.
The answer is 1hat they don't.
Instead, manystudentsend up with tired
professors who have put their class on
"cruise control," while they do research in
order to get published. The student is lost in
the shuffle and the class becomes only a
way to collect a paycheck. Tenure serves
only the interest of the educauon communny, a self-servmg process which rewards
mediocmy.
The common argument heard in favor
of tenure is that II prohibits teachers from
being fired for promoting unpopular vtewpoints. I'm sorry, but that doesn't wash.
If a teacher feels he/she has been fired
for that, he can pursue the alledged infringement against the First Amendment
in court like everyone else. It's no reason to
burden the education system with unfit
teachers or teachers who have lost interest.
The rare occastons when this might occur
are outweighed by the growing number of
teacherswhoare tenured a nddo more harm
than good in the classroom.
This ts not an indictment of the entire
JCU faculty. The majonty of teachers on
this campus are truly dedicated to their job
and to the swdents they teach . lt is also not
10 say all tenured teachers are bad. However, the problem is that m the education
system's haste to protect teachers, they've
neglected to protect studenLS. A new process must be developed w hlch rewards excellence, instead of longevity.

Chinese war games and Taiwan: From around the nation...
tion is U.S. obligation
China has been registering economic
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it may be prudent to acknowledge its parallel demand fora larger international role.
But it geLS increasingly difficult to consider this demand when the Chinese are
otherwise showing indifference and sometimes contempt for the agreed rules of conduct among nations. Poison gas for the
mullahs. Think that one over.
The Taiwan question has a particular
urgency: lt could spin out of control, militarily as well as politically. Here,the United ·
States is in a new and awkward place. Playing China against the Soviet Union in the
Cold War for strategic reasons, U.S. administrations committed 'this country in the
1970s and 1980s to support China's peaceful reunification with itsoffshore,onetime
province. But in the 1990s, the Cold War
behind, those commitments have become
a source of understandable discomfort and
discontent.
While China remains a repressive state
with an uncertam attachment to international order, Taiwan under American inspiration has grown into a free-market democracy. Emotionally, morally and philosophically, it becomes harder to say yes to
China and easier to say yes to Taiwan.
These developments underlie the crisis
now brewingin the 100-mile-wide Taiwan
Strait. Last year Taiwan set out to employ
its domestic successes to end its status as a
dtplomatic outcast, and to win international acceptance as an independent state.
China decided to view this Initiative as a
deep threat to its sovereignty and national
integrity. Its latest response is tests of missiles that are aimed at waters off two major
Taiwanese porLS.
The UnitedStatesmay have its own conversations with Taiwan. But the pressing
requirement is to make sure China does not
misread the American temper. Americans
have not a treaty obligation, but still a deep
obligation (buttressed by American law),
to the welfare of Taiwan, long a ward, now
a star protege. China must be made to understand that itscomplaintsabout Taiwan's
policy are being drowned out by the noise
of itS missiles splashing down a few miles
orr the island's shores.

•Views/ Letters to the editor

Lwould like to thank the CN and Casey
Yandek for their coverage of the Urbanjournalism program that will be on campus until March 23. I would also like 10 acknowledge the support and assistance of the Offlee of Multicultural Affairs, particularly
Ron Oleksiak and Dr. Shirley Seaton in helping us bring this program to JCU

elusion of most courses. Your written comments are read not only by the instructor
you evaluate, but also by members of the
tenure committee, deans and other administrators involved in the process.
Therefore. by the time a faculty member
is eligible and applies for tenure, hundreds
of students have had a voice in evaluating
the excellence of teaching. Students have
major say on one of the more heavily
wetghted criteria in the decision

jacqueline]. Schmidt
Department of Communications

Marian M. Extejt
Management, Markettng and Logistics

Urban Journalism success due
to contributions of many

Students' voice part of tenure
decision process
In the February 22 CN,john Cranley is
quoted regarding the "issue" of students not
being involved in the tenure process". This
is a serious misperception. Perhaps you are
not sitting in on the meetings where tenure
recommendations are made. But your voice
is strongly heard and considered.
Quality of teaching is one of the three
criteria used in tenure and promotion decisions(scholarl y contribution lresearchland
service are the other two). One of the few
measures)CU has of teaching quality is the
evaluations filled out bystudentsat the con-

The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our way of
knowing what you like or dislike
about the Cfll. the campus or life 111
general. We re(!Uire that letters be
submitted by noon Mondily. in the
Cfll office. to be eligible for
publication. letters can illso be
submitted
viil
e-rnarl
to
CNLETTERS jcva~a.Jcu.edu.
Letters will be 01ccepted after noon
on Monday only if there is addrtional
space .Hililable. We reserve the
right to edit letters for c !.uit) or
space cons ide rat ions. letters nlttst
be signed ilnd accompanied b) your
phone number.

-
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Questioning the process of tenure: One Carroll student's point-of-view
Erik Boland

Do you know

Staff Reporter

what month it is?
For many of us, the last time we may have thought
about women's rights and the women's suffrage movement may be somewhere around the fifth or sixth
grade, when we studied people like Susan B. Anthony
in elementary school social studies.
And while many of us may logically acknowledge
that women are a minority by society's standards just
as much as are blacks, hispanics, etc., many of us do
not think of women when we hear the word "minority."
In this, the 90's, the age of ~litical correctness,
many people are reluctant to talk about women's
rights, and the fact that women are still far from being
treated as equals to men. People fear what they deem
"radical feminism," and therefore prefer to sweep this
I have been asked by the Carroll News to prov1de suffer from prejudice against their basic human
issue under the rug.
some information on the Catholic Church's teach- rights. They have a right to respect , friendship and
The truth of dl.e matter is that the majority of the
ings on homosexuality.! would like to begin with a justice. They should have an active role in the Chriswomen in America do not fit what many define as
statement by Archbishop Rembert Weakland (who tian community" (1976). The bishops asked "Chrisbeing a "radical feminist,» and are simply working (or received an honorary degree from John Carroll in tians of gocx:l will to confront theirownfearsabout
1992). In the beginning of his personal letter titled homosexuality and tocurbthe humor and discrimistay at home) women trying to improve their treat"Who ls Our Neighbor~" Weakland writes "I do not nation that offends homosexual persons" (1990).
ment in society.
have all the answers in this highly complex issue, but
ArchbishopDanielPilarczykof Cincinnati writes
Aside from the sexual discrimination that occurs
it
seems to me that we
about homosexuality in Twelve
on a personal, private level everyday, a major area of
should
begin
by
approachTough Issues -What the Church
gender inequaTity is the workplace. Whether anyone
ing it with a sense of calm
Teaches and Why. He states that
Rev.
wants to acfmit it, many peopfe are either ignorant, or
and prayerf ulsearchi ng,re"while homosexual activity is
Richard
simply choose to ignore the fact that women are
membering the compaswrong because it misuses the sexual
P. Salmi,
discriminated upon in the workplace.
faculty and is a sin to the extent that
sion jesus had ror people
S.J.
Unfortunately, many women in the workplace are whowerestrugglingtofind
it is done k nowi ngl y and freely, hoVP. of Student
stuck under what many refer to as the "glass ceiling."
the Kingdom. He saw
mosexual orientation entails no
Affairs
The glass ceiling is a term used to define women or
through the labels... and recmore sin thanshortnessonallness."
Guest
Commentary
He goes on to note that it is unjust to
minorities who are denied opportunity on upperlevels ognized beneath these
name tags persons worth - - - - - - - - - - - - - - assume that all gays and lesbians
of executive management. And, even though no one
are sexually active and to do so "is
caring about, simply belikes to talk about it, most peo.Ple cannot deny that
rn
rwo
coun s: first, because people
rh cre are countless exam pies m the busmess wori
'
'
enly Father" (1980).
cannot beguiltyof somethingforwhich they are not
where top executive women do not make nearly the
Homosexuality can be a highly complex and responsible (the orientation); second, because indissame amount of money as men with equivalent or
sometimes emotional issue. In order to assist our criminate sexua I behavior is not characteristic of all
even lower positions.
understandinganddiscussionofhomosexualityand homosexual persons."
Discrimination in the business world is obvious
JCU is a Catholic and a Jesuit university. As a
issues surrounding gay, lesbian and bisexual stuwhen it comes down to plain old-fashioned statistics.
dents, I believe that it is important that we look at jesuit universityourmission statement includes the
According to The Glass Ceiling Commission (estabwhat the Catholic Church teaches and that we con- lgnatian value of "cura personalis"- the care for the
sider the insights our lgnatian and Jesuit tradition individual person. The lgnatian vision affirms the
lished in f991 by the US Department of Labor), the
gocx:l ness, worth and dignity of every person created
provide.
total number of senior executives that are women in
in God's image. It recognizes that each person is
The
Catholic
Church
teaches
in
the
new
Catechism
corporate America is approximately 21,000, although
known,
loved and called by God to use their unique
oft
he
Catholic
Church
that
homosexual
acts
are
im58.4 million women make up 45 percent of the Ameritalents
to
help create a more just and loving society.
mora
l.Jn
that
same
Catechism
theChurchalso
teaches
can workforce.
!believe thatjohn Carroll University, committed
that
homosexual
persons
should
be
accepted
with
So, now we can no longer pretend to be ignorant of respect, compassion and sensitivity. The National to the moral teachings of theChurchand guided by
this information. This montn is, appropriately,
Conference of Catholic Bishops has stated that our jesuit and lgnatian values,cancontinue to create
Women's History Month.
homogenital activity "ob]Cctively speaking, is mor- a campus where all our students are able to realize
But, today, when there is an awareness month for
ally wrong, and subjectively, one may be guilty of their full academic and personal potential in a
everything, we must especially remember to be aware serious sin" 0991). The U.S. bishops have also stated community where people respect and love one anof these groups of people not only during their desigthatgaysand lesbians "likeeveryoneelse,should not other.
nated month, but every month.

So, what exactly does the church say?

HIT: All of the concern the Student Union
is showing over the tenure issue. m I 5 5:
The basketball team's loss in the NCAA
tournament. m I 55: The filthy silverware in
the dining hall, and the filthy containers that
hold the silverware. HIT:Everyone looks so
nice with their Spring Break tans. m I 5 5:
Everyone is now broke after spending all of
their money somewhere down south. HIT:
The housing deposit deadline being extended to Wednesday, March 20. m I s 5:
Unclean dorm bathrooms, even after break.
HIT: The Allies' sponsored presentation on
homosexuality and faith. HIT:Only a couple
of weeks until the Cleveland Indians home
opener. m I 5 5 (e d): George Burns. HIT:
Spring i.s on the way. HIT: Have a great St.
Patrick's Day weekend, everybody!
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Commendations, criticism, and cash
Really random thoughts...
student population , it's frustrat ing and annoying to
Allies: What a sad commentary on this society, sit through an hourormoreof inside jokes A cheap
and this campus in particular, that members of an shot this isn't. A pointed suggestion to the elected
organization have to be cautious about having their student government it is. 1 don't need to implicate
name associated with a group because that associ a- individuals because they know who they are. It 's
tion could put them at a disgreat that the student officials are
advantage, whether it's criti- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - friends - l don't need a demonstrationof that camaraderie when
cism from a peer or more serious threats. It's not a matter
there's business at hand.
of pride and dedication to a
Melissa
Bottomline,ifyouwanttoprocause because lam in noposiTllk
mote student involvement and
tion to question the pride and
Editor-In-chief
interest, make sure there's something at the meeting for students
dedication and compassion
that has been shown bymemto make them feel involved.
Commentary
Sure, write a letterto the editor,
bersof Allies. ln fact, I may be
so bold as to commend and
asl'msurel'llseeatleastonebythe
congratulate the people that
end of the day, and 1'11 print it.
have made a success of this committee.
However,don't let it end there. II students sense their
Short and simple, it's about people, sexual orien- leadership is self-absorbed, what kind of message
ration aside.
does that send?
Whoaretheonesthatchallengethegroup·sexistIt doesn't make me want to be involved.
ence and purpose? The ignorant.
Graduation: l, along with some generous help
StUdent Union meetings: Yeah, every Tuesday, frommyparents,paidseveral]eepCherokees'worth
5:15p.m. in the Jardine Room. Playing music before to attend this esteemed institution. So, why is it that
the meetings is cute and all, but I can listen to the I owe $100 more so I can get the embossed piece of
radio in my room. Let's get down to business, if there paper that says I passed enough classes to leave?
is any? For a weekly meeting that is open to the
Other than that, everything's fine.

Before Spring Break, the controversial
wpic of tenure once agam head lined the
news on john Carn:>ll'scampus. Three john
Carroll faculty members were denied tenure and are currently appealing that decision.
The process and criteria for tenure was
discussed and debated, but the larger point
was m1ssed. Tenure as it curremly exists
serves only as an obstruction to education
and should be abolished immediately.
F1rst off I must make it clear that I hold
nothing ag~inst the three instructors who
were up for tenure. In fact, I had two of the
three in class and found them more than
capable teachers. The problem is the institution called tenure and its ramifications.
When a professor gains tenure, he/she
is essentially guaranteed that job for life. It
is nearly impossible to fire tenured professors. No matter how bad or incompetem a
teacher is, his/her job security is assured.
There is no incentive to improve.
Ask yourself this question: How many
people are guaranteed a job, no matter how
bad they are at it?
The answer is very few.
If you're a cook and patrons to the restaurant com plain, you don't last long. If
you're in an assembly line and make bad
parts, you'll eventually be fired. In most
professions, your job security usually rests
on your own performance and ability; except education.

The answer is none
The cruel fact 1s that across the country
But it doesn't matter because the teacher
and in this university, there are instructors
not fit to reach dog obedience school, let is tenured. No matter howmanycomplamrs
alone college students. That's not to say roll in during the semester, and regardless
these teachers aren't experts in their fields of the poor studentevaluations, noth inggcts
done, or worse, nothing can be done.
They are.
As a sidenote, [ question why we even
The problem 1s that they aren't capable
of transmitting that knowledge to students have student evaluations. I'm not advocat
ing that
Being an
r h ese
expert in
eva!
ua ·
something
The process and cTiteTia fo1
tions be
doesn't authe sole
tomatitenu1e was discussed and
criteria
cally make
for evaluyou an exdebated, but the latger point was ating
inpert
in
structors,
teaching
missed. Tenure as it cu11ently
but when
that sub30 stuject.
exists serves only as an
de n t s
We've
have the
all had one
obstruction to education and
s a m e
of them.
c o m No matshould be abolished immediately. plaint, it
ter
how
shouldn't
much you
go unadstudy or
ask for help, test scores continue to decline dressed, especially when that same comor stay low. And its not just you. The entire plaint is registered by students year after
class seems caught ina quagmire of confu- year.
These "lecture and leave 'em" professors
sion. l had a class where three fourths of the
classfailedeverytest. Scores came up only have grown lazy. There's no incentive for
because of the fony or fifty point curve them to improve as teachers and they don't.
If you complain, you're told "there's nothing
that was implemented.
But how much learning is really going we can do." Translation: the professor is
on when the majority of the class misses tenured and in essence. IS untouchable.
The ultimate question is how the stuhalf the questions'

dent benefits from tenure.
The answer is that they don't.
Instead, manysrudentsend up with tired
professors who have put their class on
"cruise control," while they do research in
order to get published. The student is lost in
the shuffle and the class becomes only a
way to collect a paycheck. Tenure serves
only the interest of the education community, a self-servmg process which rewards
mediocrity.
The common argument heard in favor
of tenure is that 1l prohibits teachers from
being fired for promoting unpopular VIewpoints. I'm sorry, but that doesn't wash.
If a teacher feels he/she has been f1red
for that, he can pursue the allcdged infringement against the First Amendment
in court like everyone else. It's no reason to
burden the education system with unfit
teachers or teachers who have lost interest.
The rare occasions when this m1ght occur
are outweighed by the growing number of
tea herswhoaretenuredanddomoreharm
than gocx:l in the classroom.
This is not an indictment of the entire
JCU faculty. The majority of teachers on
this campus are truly dedicated to their job
and to the students they teach. It is also not
to say all tenured teachers are bad. However, the problem is that m the education
system's ha te to protect teachers, they've
neglected to prmect students. A new process must be developed which rewards excellence, instead of longevity.

Chinese war games and Taiwan: From around the nation._
tion is U.S. obligation
China has been registering economic
·o
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it may be prudent to acknowledge its parallel demand fora larger international role.
But it gets increasingly difficult to consider this demand when the Chinese are
otherwise showing indi£ference and sometimescontemptfortheagreed rules of conduct among nations. Poison gas for the
mullahs. Think that one over.
The Taiwan question has a particular
urgency: It could spin out of control, militarily as well as politically. Here, the United
States is in a new and awkward place. Playing China against the Soviet Union in the
Cold War for strategic reasons, U.S. administrations committed 'this country in the
1970s and 1980s to support China's peaceful reunification with itsoffshore,onetime
province. But in the 1990s, the Cold War
behind, those commitments have become
a source of understandable discomfort and
discontent.
While China remains a repressive state
with an uncertain attachment to international order, Taiwan under American inspiration has grown into a free-market democracy. Emotionally, morally and philosophically, it becomes harder to say yes to
China and easier to say yes to Taiwan.
These developments underlie the crisis
now brewing in the 100-mile-wide Taiwan
Strait. Last year Taiwan set out to employ
its domestic successes to end its status as a
diplomatic outcast, and to win international acceptance as an independent state.
China decided to view this initiative as a
deep threat to its sovereignty and national
integrity. Irs latest response is tests of missiles that are aimed at waters off two major
Taiwanese pons.
The United States may have its own conversations with Taiwan. But the pressing
requirement is to rna ke sure China does not
misread the American temper. Americans
have not a treaty obligation, but still a deep
obligation (buttressed by American law),
to the welfare of Taiwan, long a ward, now
a star protege. China must be made to understand that itscomplaintsabout Taiwan's
policy are being drowned out by the noise
of its missiles splashing down a few miles
off the 1sland'sshores.

•Views/ Letters to the editor

1 would like to thank the CN and Casey
Yandek fortheircoverageof the Urbanjournalism program that will be on campus until March 23. I would also like to acknowledge the support and assistance of the Office of Multicultural Affairs, particularly
Ron Oleksiak and Dr. Shirley Seaton in helping us bring this program to JCU

elusion of most courses. Your written comments are read not only by the instructor
you evaluate, but also by members of the
tenure commiuee,deans and other administrators involved in the process.
Therefore, by the time a faculty member
is eligible and applies for tenure, hundreds
of students have had a voice in evaluating
the excellence of teaching. Students have
major say on one of the more heavily
weigh ted critena in the decision.

Jacqueline]. Schmidt
Department of Communications

Marian M. Extejt
Management, Marketmg and logistics

Urban Journalism success due
to contributions of many

Students' voice part of tenure
decision process
In the February 22 CN,john Cranley is
quoted regarding the "issue" of students not
being involved in the tenure process". This
is a serious misperception Perhaps you are
notsiuing in on the meetings where tenure
recommendations are made. But your voice
is strongly heard and considered
Quality of teaching is one of the three
criteria used in tenure and promotion decisions(scholarly contribution(research)and
service are the other two} One of the few
measures JCU has of teaching quality is the
evaluations filled out by students at the con-

The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our way of
knowing what you like or di<>like
about the CN. the campus or life in
general. We require that letters be
submitted by noon Mond<Jy. in the
CN office. to be eligible for
publication. tetters can <~lso be
submitted
via
e - ma1l
to
CNLETTERS jcva~a.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after noon
on Monday only if there is additional
space a>ailable. We reserve the
right to edit letters for clarit~ or
space considerations. letters must
be signed and accompanied b~ your
phone number.
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Part Time - Drive woman
to doctor appointments
and help with errands.
Flexible hours. Call 2958774

the Outdoors? Think for a 2.5 year old boy. 1 yr. or 10 month leases needed for rapidly exSpring Think Green. Need Tuesday and Thursdays from $500-$650. Call panding firm. Flexible
help with spring clean 8:50 am - 2:15 pm. In 291-8458 or 932-9215, hours/training. 442ups Possible full-time po- Shaker home near school. please leave a message. 1767.
sition available very flex- Need car and references.
HEALTH- CONSCIOUS, en- I admit it, I go to Certsible, hard working and de- 595-1352
ergetic
individuals addictsanonymous,sorry
Tutor needed: 2 hours a pendable no experience
day. Excellent pay. For needed. Serious inquires Specialized M2 Frame for
more information call only please. 590-2500
sale. Comes with brand
"OSCAR NOSTALGIA"
(216) 397-5580.
new BB, headset, stem,
ACilOSS
Sales Rep Wanted: Cam- seat post, and Fr. XT Der.
1 a.-.-..
5 llbk:oilapy
Sailboat For Sale: Apollo pus sales rep wanted for $350 Call 397-5511.
1 4 l...oriiW\ clrV
sailboat 16ft., 2 sails w I "Bad Frog" merchandise.
15 Beltown
18 Reecue
trailer. All in excellent Their Sweats, Tees, Post- Create Order! Clip, File, or17 fe63 CCOOI""'-""'Idellwlor
condition. Capacity 2-4., ers and other goodies ganize papers for busy
~·
111 p - , . ,•• pirat8
$2,000 starting. OBO are sweeping the coun- free-lance writer, lecturer.
20 Mecl. dl.gnoottlc tool
21 Ploy
(216) 343-4870 5-10 try. Ground Floor oppor- Flexible hours, evenings
22 Fumlt...-. womor.
24 t-.tno. olght etc.
p.m.
tunity. Call Bob at 831- OK. Home office, easy
211 Spanloh28 Halt
30 _ _ look
8345 in the evening.
walk from JCU. Ideal job
33 Box
Lifeguards
Wanted.
for perfectionist. English
:18 Singe< Franlde
38 So. """-«.1198
Notre Dame College. JOB AVAILABLE- NANNY or Religion major. $7
39 Altla'opeople
40 "'Mne Comedy"
Pays Big Bucks. Call WANTED for third grade hourly. Need 5 hours/
aulhor
41 Ullat8d
Hollie: 381-1680 ext. girl just minutes from JCU week available. 38142 Htomey'a org.
4 C. a.. e.g.
41 Slida Unlv. of N . Y.
5 Tenor Enrico
43 Hlg!May
43~
305
MUST have reliable trans- 3284
44 Acta<- & lamly
6
Sumo
44
Rej..,..,..e
7 Followa- and - . g 46 GUIIId-...,_
portation. Hours 7:00
e Wind dlr.
48
47Percalwd
II 1955 """"-lex "Marly" !10 Wa<d belo<e411 o.-1Paid Marketing Intern- AM-8:30AM and 3:00- HOUSEKEEPER: Baby-sit10 eor.w62 "Hound Dog" olnger
61 Heno
11 ID55,..,_1or'Ea5t 53 eoop..town'o PMWM
55 Chartalana
ship: Represent Eastpak, 7:00PM with some addi- ter wanted, 5 hours daily.
a/Eden"
54 - . t h e n and now
57 Mid- prince
1255 Aurar
the nation's leading back- tional hours for running Good hourly wage. Carre511 gal1and
13 No. -lndlane
1111 o-t-wtnn.'a need
61 ID!lB ....,.,_lor
pack manufacturer, in De- errands at your conve- quired, non-smoker. 99118 - r t c l g e
li8 Wonlalter81111p01111ed
~TIIble.'
23 -.....:.
112 Oldahoma clrV
troit this summer. Local nience. Good pay, nice 2567.
25 .J.F.K. vt.lon
113 r.tr. Amln
&4 Dlemounted
65Fuhlon~
27 buuerlllea
interviews during March/ people, great perks! Pos211 .....,._ e.g.
Slmpeon
31 Phllppine llzanl
66 Colnpi.UrApril. After March 1 ph: sibly for summer employ- FOR RENT: Two bedroom
32 Dozw
33 Scorch
68 Dimaggio and 617-292-8929, fax:617- ment also. Call Vince apartments, located 2
34 Counlry bo.wnpldn
811 U-.ndlng worda
• n-.·a only onelhlng
36 Bcwgmen'o 1D66 wfn.
DOWN
292-8928.
Fax Re- Gennaro
9_63-5520 miles from school. Build!hat """ 1<111 the tnOIItaa,
ner
1-up
and,.,..
.•
37 Aloo
2 n.nchbook
sumes. Must have own days.
ing address 1414 South
40
,..,_lor..,...
3 Onoernon
laW r./1<"
WIHR~
transportation.
Blvd. Includes: appliCl 1995 All rlehh , ...rvect
Seeking Experienced Sit- ances/carpeting/air I - GFR
A..oclat••
P.O. Boa 46:1.,
NY 12301
Landscape Help: Enjoy ter: Baby-sitter needed parking. Can be furnished.
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LADIES NIGHT
DJ CHRIS GREEN
''1HEDUKE'
BEST TANUNE COlvfPETION
1st Place
A T/2./P F012.
T\V0 TO TLl£ BAL1Af.v1A!:>
WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
Ten ~s fTldY not ~eem like much tune to prollf! you 're capable of be1119 a
tOU<Jh, Sfll<Jn und determmed, ren weeki and a lor of
hard·vJork could make· you an OIIKt'f of Manne'\ And OIIK er Candtdatp,
S<hool (0C5) ts where y()u'll C)f'lthe chance to pro~e you 'llf! gor wiKJitt takes
to lead a ltfe full of ex<tlerrlf'nt. full uf chull!·r-,qe, full of hOll()( An)'One (an suy
rhey'llf! got what ,, raJa" to be a led<kt, ~W'I/ y1w you tm W(>('kS ro flrtM· 11

leaOi!{, /Juf jf you're

Marines

lkl"* Dt PrewL , . . . _

+fiNH*d''"'*
For more information on becoming an Officer in the
United States Marine Corps, see Captain Repke or
SSgt Barton at the Recplex from 10:30am to 2:00pm
on March 12, 1996, or call 1-800-842-2771.

I SAT. & slJN<.I
ST. PATRICK'S PARTY
ALL WEEKEND LONG

SUNDAY:
BUDLI~JJT
~lf2.L~
SORORITY AND FRATERNITY
PARTII-:S FOil
t'JI:to;t.:
LOCATI:.O AT SIUU MAYFII=.LO,
S MIN . FROM CAMPUS

4·1-1714
HAI'I'Y HOUR 11.1 1'.111 . TALL BOYS $1.10

